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PREFACE
I am primarily interested in preparing a collection of practical
material which may be of value to the teacher in helping the children in
the grades to appreciate poetry rather than in a critical discussion of each
author's poetry.
I am including facts in the life of the author assembled from
published and unpublished sources; bibliographies of their poetry and prose
for children; suggestions for helping children to appreciate poetry, and a
few sample assembly programs.
My main attempt, then, is to arouse a lasting interest on the part
of teachers in children's poets and children's poetry. If they share some
of this interest and knowledge with the boys and girls in their class-rooms,
my aim will have been fulfilled.
I am presenting this thesis as if I were talking informally to a
group of elementary school teachers. My desire is to be personal, friendly,
and interesting.
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CHAPTER I.
WE TAIiC IT OVER
When I say POETRY to you, what is your instant reaction? Are you
bored? Cross? Or mildly interested?
Do you remember horrid, dull, poetry classes? Poetry assignments
that made you miserable because you had to memorize ten lines each night?
Poetry punishments, this of all punishments - the most deadly, for children
turn against poetry, and it is often difficult to rekindle a feeble fire?
Do you remember the afternoon a certain teacher read a poem that
aroused your attention? You liked the softness of her voice, the music in
it; you liked the thought. Perhaps she was the first to open the Magic Gat^
which led to Poetry,
How about the poetry period in your own class-rooms today? Do
you sigh when that time comes? Do you dread trying to teach poetry? Do
you glance at your wrist watch frequently and breathe a sigh of relief when
the period is over; or do you and the children share the poetry period to-
gether?
You have probably had experiences similar to those given in the
following short, true stories written by girls who expect to become teach-
ers.
Ugh, Poetry
I
One of my earliest school remembrances is that of sitting rigidly
erect, hands folded, with a small, brown paper covered note-book before me,
and learning stanzas and stanzas of poetry. We had three doses once a week
during which we either copied long poems, meaning nothing to us, from the
board, sat and memorized stanzas, or had to write the poems from memory.
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In the eighth grade my appreciation of poetry was almost
extinguished when we were forced to read every bit of poetry aloud. This
made us abhor poetry instead of loving it.
Ugh, Poetry
I
Though I have no personal unpleasant memories of poetry, I do
remember an instance in the sixth grade which incensed me at the time, and
has even more so since then. One of the boys who had been in mischief was
compelled to remain after school and to learn Rudyard Kipling's "If. As
I recall, this occurred to several children, and I know that everyone of
them developed a dislike for that poem in particular and for poetry in gen-
eral.
Pleasant Poetry
At the end of a long hard day, if we had behaved well and accom-
plished all our work, then came the treat-poetry I We never tired of hear-
ing "The Raggedy Man" and "Little Orphant Annie". This was in the seventh
and eighth grade; everyone was glad to relax and laugh at the end of the
day. Even today when I read these poans of Riley's, I can recall the ex-
pressive way in which that particular teacher read these poems.
Ugh, Poetry
i
I can remember with much distaste the learning of "Abou Ben
Adhem". The teacher put the poem on the board, told us to copy it into our
note-books, and commanded us to learn it. When we thought we could say it,
we were to raise our hands and make a try. There was no reading of the
poem by the teacher, and no explanation of its meaning. It was learned -
yes! and the children repeated it in a sing-song fashion in concert one
after the other, until I was tired of hearing it.
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This left me with a distaste for poetry which Mother had to work
hard for a long time to overcome.
Poetry
The first poetry that I ever had was given me in the fourth or
fifth grade, I can not remember just which one. We learned such poems as
"The Children* s Hour", and "We are Builders of Our Fate" hy Longfellow. We
never had any of the lighter or more appealing poetry but always something
with a moral, and if there is anything I am less in favor of than a moral,
it must be two morals!
If the "Ugh, Poetry" paragraphs outweigh the pleasant it is not
my fault, for in reality out of a group of thirty papers there were only a
few girls who could speak a good word for poetry. How do you feel about it
yourself? Do you like it or dislike it, and do you know why?
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CHAPTER II.
INTRODUCING R. F.
guesses?
poet,
Wa.0 wrote the following poem? You won*t need more than three
City Rain
Rain in the city!
I love to see it fall
Slantwise where the buildings crowd
Red brick and all.
Streets of shiny wetness
Where the taxis go,
With people and umbrellas all
Bobbing to and fro.
Rain in the cityi
I love to hear it drip
When I am cosy in my room
Snug as any ship.
With toys spread on the table,
With a picture book or two,
And the rain like a rumbling tune that sings
In everything I do.
The author of that "rainy" poem is a living American children's
Her name is Rachel Field.
To know about a children's writer, where she went to school,
where she has lived, what she does now in winter and summer, gives a
-1
personal importance that is very interesting. If you know about a writer
in this way, you are certain to share the experiences found in her poetry.
Now, let me introduce you to MLss Field.
Rachel Field was born in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, in 1894.
I c€ui picture her nov/, a chubby, rosy-cheeked little girl with blue grey
eyes and red-gold hair. She attended Miss Brewer's private school, where
even at an early age, she showed interest in play acting and writing.
The very first play she ever saw as a child was Peter Pan , and
how she must have adored iti Thinic of the differences between her early
recollections of this beautiful play and the recollections of the children
of today who regularly go to the movies.
From Stockbridge Miss Field's family moved to Springfield, and
there she attended high school. This is what she says about teachers in
general and one teacher in particular:
"I think I had the best history teacher in the United States.
I would not take anything for having had Dr. Jessie M. Law in English and
American History. She taught me to love history and made it real and vital.
Teachers always meant a lot to me, one way or another, when I was a child.
I think they nearly always mean more than either they or the children them-
selves realize at the time."^
Rachel Field went to Radcliffe College, and it was here that she
worked under Professor Baker when he was head of the department of drama,
and director of Workshop 47 at Harvard. Since then many of Rachel Field's
one act plays have been produced in Little Theatres all over the United
States. Perhaps you played in one of them as a girl in Sunday school or in
a Camp Fire or Girl Scout troup. "Three Pills in a Bottle" is one of the
^Jean West Maury, "Rachel Field Upholds Belief in Santa Glaus," Boston Pails
Globe, December 22, 1929.
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best known of these.
Should you like to have a description of Rachel Field as she is
today? Her hair is not so red now as it used to be; it is more the color
of tempting penuchi. She is not small; she is not plump; she*s just right -
in between! The nicest things about her are her twinkly eyes, her pleasing
voice, and her instantaneous smile.
While Rachel Field herself does not answer this description of
Aunt iinmeline physically, there is a kinship of spirit between the two.
Aunt Qnmeline^
She's aunt to nearly half the town
It keeps her busy making brown
And crusty doughnuts——cookies too.
She never says how many you
May safely eat; they're on the shelf.
You simply go and help yourself
I
Her kitchen's warm with baking pies,
Her pantry sweet with Jam and spice,
And she herself is plump and wise
With kindliness behind her eyes
And wrinkles all about. I go
To see her every day or so.
Some of us think we have no talents; some of us think we may have
one; but Rachel Field assuredly was born under a lucky star, for she has
many talents. She writes plays for children and adults; she writes story-
books and poems, and, as if this weren't enough, she often illustrates her
own books. Read what Rachel Field says about how she began to illustrate.
^"Taiis and Toadstools."
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"I remember Springfield, Massachusetts, where a part of my
childhood was spent, as a town where unlimited supplies of colored paper,
paints, and pencils could be obtained; I believe that my present work of
illustrating children's books with no special training had its beginning
in this devotion to cutting and costuming innumerable paper-doll figures.*"^
Have you ever seen a photograph of Rachel Field? There is a small
one in that excellent book - "Living Authors". You may have noticed that
close beside her sat a little black Scotch Terrier, Spriggin by name -
sometimes called Sprig for short. Like Idiary's little lamb, Spriggin seemed
to go everywhere that Rachel Field went.
I well remember the pause that came over the audience of children
as Spriggin was carried in and placed beside his mistress as she stood
reading from her book Hitty at the Ritz Hotel in Boston. Delighted exclama-
tions burst from children and adults alike
i
When Spriggin fell ill and died, Rachel Field was very sad, and
it was after this that the Bianco family gave their own dog, Trotty, to her,
Margery Williams Bianco, who wrote that charming story of The Little 7/ooden
Doll, is a member of this talented family. No dog can ever quite take
Spriggin' s place, of course, but Trotty has done her best.
Eight or nine months in the year, Rachel Field lives in New York
City in her quiet garden apartment near old St. Mark's Church. Rain in the
City and the two poems vidiich follow show some of the things she loves about
New York.
Good Green Bus^
Rambling and rattly good Green Bus
iWhere are you going to carry us?
•M3. S. Bailey, "Who's Who in the School," American Childhood, March, 1932,
pp. 18-19.
2"Taxis and Toadstools."
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Up the shiny lengths of Avenue
Where lights keep company two by two;
Where windows glitter with things to buy,
And churches hold their steeples high.
Round the Circle and past the Park,
Still and shadowy, dim and dark,
Over the asphalt and into the Drive-
Isn't it fun to be alive?
Look to the left and the Riveras there.
With ships and whistles and freshened air;
To the right-more windows-row on row,
And every one like a picture show.
Or little stages where people play
At being themselves by night and day.
And never guess that they have us
For Audience in the good green Bus!
TJhat! No More Witches in New York?^
What I No more witches in New York-
When every night the sky
With flaming signs is crowded thick
When letters eight feet high
Are scribbled clear against the dark;
When cats all made of light
In endless silken balls are caught;
When fountains fill the night
^"Taxis and Toadstools."
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With colored splashings falling down
To fade before they go,
Aad bottles that pour on and on
Yet never empty grow.
When lighted cars in strings go by
Like dragons everywhere,
And music out of nowhere sounds
All up and down the air?
It*s I,5agic, plain as plain can be,
And anyone who'll say
There are no witches in New York-
Has never seen Broadway!
Rachel Field knows New York. She has so captured the spirit of
Broadway that she makes us feel the wonder of it.
Three or four months of the year Rachel Field goes to I.5aine to a
little island called Sutton, off the I.faine coast. Perhaps this is why she
has written about an island in the following poem. If you'll read it
aloud, feel its rhythm and peace, and see its pretty pictures, you'll find
yourself repeating some lines of this poem over and over again.
If once you have slept on an island^
You* 11 never be quite the same.
You may look as you looked the day before
And go by the same old name.
You may bustle about in street and shop;
You may sit at home and sew,
^"Taxis and Toadstools."
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But you'll see blue water and wheeling gulls
Wherever your feet may go.
You may chat with the neighbors of this and that
And close to your fire keep,
But you'll hear ship whistle and lighthouse bell
And tides beat through your sleep.
Oh, you won't know why, and you can't say how
Such change upon you came,
But once you have slept on an island
You'll never be quite the same.
And here is another short poem about a native of Maine.
Old IMn Cutter lives down by the shore-^
With lobster traps piled round his door.
Little, lop-sided, and gray is he
His house sits close as it can to the sea.
Queer as to chimney, minus a shutter,
You'd know it belonged to Old Ivfen Cutter,
Just as the patched place in his coat
Ivfetches the patch on the sail of his boat I
In the December, 1931 issue of Young Wings, that informative
Junior Literary Guild publication, I found a letter written and illustrated
by Rachel Field. It would seem a pity not to read it just as it is; so
here is the letter.
•^"Taxis and Toadstools."
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PLAYHOUSE'
Sutton Island
Hancock Countt
Maine
Dear Junior Guild,
If I were not living on an
right now, I might have more time to write you
something to put in "Y U IT a '^^^^
"but you_ see I am kept rather busy gathering
or getting Island
also carrying "^r^fS/df <1 :iKisroT else wheeling
of food home from
or mayheacross the vrnter in a
cleaning a
mil(1n'1: net.
Then there is always TROTTY, my
who loves to go for walks, and I
shotLldn't eglect her, not even for the Junior
literary Guild of Americal
ITClSo please forgive me if this
is rather short and stupid, I v/ill try to do tetter
when I get "back to ifn/lillin^ fivlsI'lKlL again.
Yours,
P,S, vaiat I really meant to say is how glad I am that
you are going to use my I^^Tf "Calico
for Deoemter,
Do you ever get your Newbery*s confused? There are quite a few
to remember, and they all want to spell their names differently. There's
the Newberry Department Store, and the Newbury Street in Boston. But it*s
about the John Newbery Medal that I wish to tell you. For a long time I
was familiar with the name - John Newbery, 8uad I knew there was a medal,
but I was hazy about the connection. Each year this medal is given by the
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American Library Association for the most distinguished book for children
written by a citizen or resident of the United States. This idea of pre-
senting a medal belongs to Frederic G. Melcher, the founder of Children's
Book Week, He appropriately said that the medal should be named after John
Newbery the 18th century English book-seller because Newbery was the man whc
first realized that children have reading interests of their own.
Rachel Field was the first woman to win this medal. She did not
hear in any ordinary way that she had won it. She was in an airplane see-
ing California. A second plane was piloted, and this machine carried I/Ir.
Milton J. Ferguson, California State Librarian. He was able to make con-
tact with the other machine by telephone. Can you "imagine Miss Field's
delight and Hitty's untold pride? I don't know how the airplane ever came
down to earth, but it did.
Although the book Hitty is not poetry, the story of how it came
to be written is an interesting part of Rachel Field's life; so I cannot
resist telling you something about it. "Dorothy Lathrop, the illustrator,
and Rachel Field were passing an antique shop, one day in New York City,
Miss Lathrop suggested that they stop to look at the tiny old fashioned
wooden doll in the window. They examined the doll and found the name Hitty
written in faded Spencerian letters on a bit of paper sewed to her brown
sprigged calico dress. The antique dealer assured them that Hitty was a
'regular museum piece' and genuine early Americanl The two friends wanted
the doll very much, but she was more expensive than either of them believed
possible for six and a half inches of joined wood.
"So the illustrator returned home to Albany, but the little
wooden doll was left in the antique shop. Soon the two friends began to
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exchange letters about Hitty, and they finally decided that they might
write a book about her. Rachel Field went in fear and trembling afraid
that Hitty might have been sold, but she wasn't. So she was sent to Albany
where Miss Lathrop began at once to work on her portrait. In the meantime
letters, telling about Kitty's past, travelled back and forth. It was cer-
tain that she was over a hundred years old, but no one knew a thing about
her; so there was no one to dispute any of the stories that they might
choose to write."^
"In the summer Hitty went to Rachel Field's island, though she
could not have seen much of the country on the way, for she lay in Miss
Lathrop 's handbag. She was given a special place in Rachel Field's home
—
on a shelf, with a cane-seated chair and a painted settee to sit on. A
braided rug, a china cupboard, and a small dog, completed her outfit. To-
gether, her owners and a friend, pieced together the stories about her past
Finally her memoirs were finished. The day Rachel Field and Dorothy Lathroj
signed the contract with the publisher, they went out and bought Hitty a
Swiss music box that played three tunes.
And you know that Hitty became famous. She toured the country
with her biographer, Rachel Field. She had a little glass case of her own,
and that furniture that Mss Lathrop made for her went, too. Old and young
folk gazed at Hitty sitting prim and proper on her own chair with her very
own dog beside her.
"Mss Lathrop says, 'Drawing Hitty was both very easy and very
difficult. Easy because much of her anatomy v/as unnaturally simple; diffi-
cult because every simplification was counterbalanced by a disturbing
rigidity and an inability to register her emotions by appropriate gesture
J^Muriel E. Cann, "Some Newbery Authors," More Books , The Bulletin of the
Boston Public Library
,
September, 1933, p. E59,
2lbid., pp. E67-268.
••
i
Hitty in her case with the mountain ash, the old book given
her by Mr. Stone, her desk, and some correspondence. This
is the way she travels about on her visits to the children of
different cities. The furniture, rug and picture all were
made by the artist, Mi<.s Doroth) Lathrop.
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and expression. It did not seem right, for instance, that she should have
her normal smile in the picture with the cobra. Her hands in wooden mit-
tens and her feet always in flat soled angular shoes were easy to draw.
But her face was not. It was a space no bigger than a silver quarter.
There were no features to speak of or to draw. But there was wisdom, humor,
and poise. Hitty never minded how much I had to stare at her.*
"In a letter to The Three Owls (Anne Carrol Lfoore's column in the
Saturday Review of Literature ) she wrote; *Hitty's pictures are all done
now, and I was quite as happy doing them as if I were sitting on the floor
again playing with dolls. Even after the pictures were all turned in, I've
gone on playing, for Hitty has a new dress now, of which she was in great
need, for in the stress of posing, her original brown sprigged calico, the
one in which her daguerreotype was taken, was splitting in several new
places, and to have her go into camphor solely to preserve her dress would
be needless cruelty. So I made her one out of somebody's great aunt's all
wool mousseline-de-laine with rosebuds on a dark plum color background,
very flattering to her rather time-worn complexion, and also a green velvet
poke bonnet with pink roses against her face. Hitty herself looks very
pleased, but so she did, too, when confronted by the snake charmer's
cobra. ""^
I am including this book review of Rachel Field's because I be-
lieve teachers will welcome material of this kind. "It seems impossible to
believe, but there are still some people who labor under the delusion that
a brightly colored wrapper, gay pictures, and large print constitute a good
children's book. If you don't believe this method of selection is true,
just try going into a juvenile book department some day before Christmas
'•Marlel E. Cann, "Some Newbery Authors," More Books , The Bulletin of the
Boston Public Library
.
October, 1933, p. 31£.

and see it in action yourself. Not that there isn't something to be said
in its favor, for it is natural to want to put the gayest and brightest
into a child's hands. Only it just happens that sometimes what is being
put into a child's mind at the same time gets forgotten. In spite of san-
guine and sentimental juvenile reviewers and the alluring statements in
publishers' catalogues, the genuinely imaginative child's book appears about
as regularly as Halley's ccxnet, which leaves us with the distressing problem
of what is to be done between times. We can't keep on giving out copies of
Alice in Wonderland , and Hans Andersen , of Water Babies , and Pinocchio , of
the Jungle Books , and ?/hen We Were Very Young indefinitely, and for the
rest - how does one tell? The answer is, of course, that no one can tell.
There is, however, one unfailing test, by which a child's book (or any other
for that matter) can stand or fall and that is, did the author write it to
please himself? You can usually tell, and though of course this may not
mean that the book will become an imaginative classic, still is almost sure
to have vitality and spirit and a lack of condescension and self-conscious-
ness.
"If Peacock Pie had been ordinary, jog-trot verse, Walter De La
Mare surely couldn't have managed to keep his own mind on it, and we should
have missed MLss T. Nod, Nicholas Nye, The Lost Shoe, and the rest. Lewis
Carroll would hardly have been interested in any land, Wonderland or other-
wise, without humor and nonsense, and so - Alice's Adventures are what they
are.
"Ejate Greenaway, in a letter to a friend, confesses that she
hurried through the fog and damp of a London winter morning, eager to reach
her studio where soon she could make it spring for herself with daffodils
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and apple blossoms in bloom and as many clear and capering children as she
cared to have at play there.
"This is the sort of thing that really counts in a child's book,
or any other kind, for that matter, this power of setting a world of one's
own between two book covers.
"Hans Andersen did that, and for the child lucky enough to have
come to him young, an icicle will be something more than frozen water hang-
ing in a point from some VTindow sill; it will be all mixed up with the ad-
ventures of Kay and Gerda and the palace of the Snow Queen. Of present-day
writers it is difficult to guess those who will be read and reread by the
youngsters of tomorrow. Will Dr. Do lit tie seem as droll and seriously-comic,
and will Margerie William Bianco's little tales of wooden dolls, velveteen
rabbits, and skin horses keep their spirit and charm? With Walter De La
Mare, Eleanor Far j eon, and others putting their imaginative best into books
for boys and girls there seems little reason to complain even if for every
really inspired child's book there must be a score of more of the usual
Dolly Dee in the Country or Benny' s Backyard Neighbors type to counter-
balance.
This is no common-place book review; it has Rachel Field's own
touch showing a strain of the poetic and evidences of her creative power.
Do you remember the days when we used to play a game that went
something like this? We made out a set of questions to ask our friends,
and we made several answers for each question? For example. We would say:
"What will be the color of your future husband's eyes?" Numbers one througt
five. The person would think a minute and announce number four as her
choice. Then you would skim down your list of answers and read in a
^Rachel Field, "Imaginative Books," Saturday Review of Literature
,
November
E6, 1927.
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sing-songy voice, "Your future husband's eyes will be the color of the sky
on a summer's day."
So you would continue to play this amusing game of the future.
I wanted to play it with Rachel Field by letter, and she was good
enough to play with me.
Perhaps you'd like to play, too. All right! Here are the ques-
tions. And here are Rachel Field's own replies written on cool, green
stationery.
1. ^ATiat is your favorite color? Green.
2. What is your favorite animal? (next to dogs) Monkeys.
3. What two subjects did you like best when you were a little girl?
Drawing and History.
4. What is your favorite sport? Baseball, football, hockey, tennis,
swimming, hiking. Underline the right answer, or supply one sport
that I've not mentioned.
I hate all sports except picking berries or mushrooms.
5. What do you like to do when you can find a few minutes alone?
Read poetry, hook rugs, cook, make things with my hands.
When you read Rachel Field's poems and stories, and when you re-
call the answers that she made to this small questionnaire, you will soon
discover what I discovered!
She will have a new poetry book out in October, 1934. The name
is Branches Green . Watch for it in the nearest bookstore; rediscover how
truly charming her poems are.
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Although much literature can be enjoyed at different age levels,
I have suggested the following classification of Rachel Field's books.
Primary Grades
Alphabet Book for Boys and Girls Rime
A Little Book of Days Rime
Middle Grades
Taxis and Toadstools Poetry
Pointed People Poetry
Polly Patchwork Prose and Play
Little Dog Toby Prose
Pocket Handkerchief Park Prose
The Little Yellow Shop Prose
Just Across the Street Prose
Eliza and the Elves Prose and Poetry
Upper Grades
Hitty Prose
Calico Bush Prose
Hepatica Hawks Prose
Magic Pawnshop Prose
Branches Green Poetry
For Adults
God's Pocket Prose
Points East Poetry
Certainly the familiar poems of Christina Rossetti, William Blake,
and the immortal R. L. S. should be read and never forgotten, but the newer
poems ought also to be introduced and loved and treasured.
1!
I
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CHAPTER III.
ANOTHER R. F.
"R. F.?" you question thoughtfully. "I thought I had finished
reading about Rachel Field."
"Oh", I retort, "I want you to meet another R. F. from across the
Atlantic. I&y I present Rose Fyleman?"
I*m not very good at arithmetic, but if Rose Fyleman was bom in
1877, she must be in her fifties. But she is not in her fifties, and she'l
never be in the sixties; she is limited to no age really; how could she be
when she lives with the fairies and records the way they live and the
things they do? She is the fairies' official poet I
Rose Fyleman was bom in Robin Hood*s country in Nottingham,
England, and she is as merry a person as Robin himself. Although she does
not wear a bright feather in her cap, or blow a mighty blast from her horn,
like Robin Hood, she has a faithful band. If you don*t believe me, just
ask the Fairy Queen,
When Rose Fyleman was a small girl, she wished to become a school
teacher, but later at the University College at Nottingham, she failed in
Greek and mathematics. Alas, she thought her life quite ruinedl Even then
however, her Fairy Godmother was watching over her, for presently someone
discovered that she had a beautiful voice. She went to Paris for her musi-
cal training, then to Berlin, and finally she received her diploma from the
Royal College of Misic in London, She made her debut as a professional
singer in Queen's Hall, London in 1903, and soon she began to teach music
and to sing in public.
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About 1916, she began to write for London magazines and
newspapers, and when the readers of Punch , that beloved English magazine,
began to look for poems by R. F. , that was a compliment.
Lady Adams, a friend of Rose Fyleman*s, has written this of her,
**Anybody whose initials are R. F. has the right to be called R, F. of
course; but to Britishers there is, there can be only one R. F. , for in
London is published a magazine whose place in our affections ranks just
after His Rfeijesty and the Queen, and Westminster Abbey; a magazine that is
not just a sixpenny weekly paper but is a British institution. Other na-
tions do not understand our adoration of it; they say that they have funny
papers too, but that they do not fuss over, certainly the only weekly or
monthly magazine that we brag about.
"To write for Punch is a great feather in anybody* s cap - to
write above initials is a much gayer feather. A great deal of Punch is
published anonymously, much to the writers* regret; but everything Rose
Fyleman has ever sent to Punch has been published above her initials; so,
to the British public, to whom she is dear, she is R. F. - the one and only,
•*She has other claims to fame; she is the only writer for childreij
who keeps three-quarters of an eye and seven-eighths of an ear on children,
giving an eye and a quarter and an ear and an eighth to the fairies. Nu-
merous writers give some of their attention to their juvenile readers but
focus the greater part of it on parents and others in authority. Not so
R. F. for her parents and teachers are non-existent; and it is because of
that delightful and unusual attitude that R. F.'s prose and poetry have thatj
quality of spontaneity that is often hard to find in books for children; a
feeling of undried ink gives it charm.

"R. F. sees fairies everywhere. She has her own particular
brand; fairies who hop in and out of pumpkin coaches, who flit through the
air like butterflies. Take a walk dov/n Fleet Street with her, and she sees
them sitting daintily on the sills of the solemnest of London daily news-
papers; she makes you see them too. She is a second Tinker Bell. She will
never grow upl"-*-
It was in the Fall of 'E9, I recall, that Rose Fyleman was coming
to Boston. How happy I was to be able to attend the dinner given in her
honor at the Women* s Educational Industrial Union, or as we like to call
it, The Boys and Girls Bookshop
i
Miss Fyleman seemed tall, I thought, in her evening gown; I had
cause to note later that she was small. ^Then she spoke the audience ceased
its chattering and murmuring, for her voice vras rich and mellow - a joy to
hear. The part that I liked best of all was when Miss Bertha IfeJaony, at
that time chief editor of the Horn Book magazine, asked her to read one of
her poems. Rose Fyleman chose that poem, which is, I suppose, the most
beloved of all - and the one that has been set to music.
And as she read it in her musical voice, we sat spellbound.
There are fairies at the bottom of our garden I
^
It*s not so very, very far away;
You pass the gardener's shed, and you just keep straight ahead,
I do so hope they've really come to stay.
There's a little wood, with moss in it and beetles,
And a little stream that quietly runs through;
You wouldn't think they'd dare to come meriy-making there
Well, they do.
l''The Fairies' Laureate," The Elementary English Review
,
llarch, 1929, p. 61,
"Fairies and Chimneys."
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There are fairies at the bottom of our garden!
They often have a demce on sumner nights;
The butterflies and bees make a lovely little breeze
And the rabbits stand about and hold the lights.
Did you know that they could sit upon the moonbeams
And pick a little star to make a fern,
And dance away up there in the middle of the air?
Well, they can.
There are fairies at the bottom of our garden!
You cannot think how beautiful they are;
They all stand up and sing when the Fairy Queen and King gently
Come floating down upon their car.
The King is very proud and VERY handsome;
The Qvieen - now can you guess who that could be?
(She's a little girl all day, but at night she steals away)
Well, it's m\
I wasn't sitting near Miss Fyleman, but on the way down stairs
from the banquet hall, she dropped her scarf, and I picked it up, I cannot
tell you how clearly that little incident remains in my mind, for it was
Rose Fyleman and her scarf, and I was near and I picked it up even before a
fairy - though I do not recall bending to get it; so perhaps after all some
kind elf reached quickly for it, put it into my hands, and whisked away
chuckling because he had made me happy.
While Rose Fyleman was in Boston town, she must have had her eyes
open day and night, for here is a poem that appears in Gay Go Up .
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You remember Rachel Field's poem Good Green Bus in which she
refers to places in New York? Rose Fylesnan does the same for Boston. Do
you recognize the Brimmer Street neighborhood, the Charles River, Mrs. Jack
Gardiner's Palace?
Jessica Visits Boston-Town
Boston is a nice town
With trees along the street.
And a garden in the middle
Where all the roads meet.
There are very pretty houses
With very pretty door;
And you can see the river
From the upper floor.
The folk who live in Boston,
Are pleasant and polite.
The little girls all curtesy
7?hen they say goodnight.
They have darling painted China
And solemn painted clocks.
And pictures of their grandmothers
Dressed in satin frocks.
There's a splendid fairy palace
Where anyone can go
All built about a courtyard
Where lovely flowers grow.
c4
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Everyone in Boston
Was very kind to me
And I'd baked beans for breakfast
And ice cream for tea.
Dear Children of America,
Wio have such happy faces,
I meet you here, I meet you there,
In half a hundred places.
And everywhere you smile at me,
And everywhere I go
You greet me in such charming ways
That through my busy autumn days
The winds of springtime blow.
Because I've come to visit you
From far and far away.
There are so many things to hear,
So many things to say.
And when I cross the sea again
And reach my Journey's end
I surely know that I shall find
A host of children in my mind,
And everyone a friend.
Then came this poem in the November, 1929 issue of the Horn Book
,
that quarterly magazine that delights school teachers and parents, and
friends of children everywhere in Boston,
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R. F. was the first editor of the English children's magazine
called Merry Go Round . She put herself in the child's place and thought of
what he would like to have in his own magazine. Then she gave it to him.
She once wrote to Mr. Milne asking if he would write a poem for
the magazine. He sent "Geraniums Red and Delphiniums Blue." Miss Fyleman
thanked him and asked how much Merry Go Round owed him. He replied that
he'd had fun writing the poem; so he didn't want pay, but if Miss Fyleman
wished to please Christopher Robin, she could send him a year's subscrip-
tion to her magazine.
Rose Fyleman, like Rachel Field, has many talents. "She has a
lovely speaking voice; she sings without effort and with real joy; she
talks fluent French, German, and Italian; she travels much; she has the
keenest sense of humor; she loves beauty and she finds it everywhere."^
And she writes stories, plays, and poemsl
What is your hobby? Do you like to collect stamps? Axe you a
golf enthusiast? Do you take to knitting as a duck takes to water? Are
you still a faithful puzzle solver? I confess that I like collecting auto-
graphs, but I write only to authors whose books I like.
I had received a note from across the ocean from Rose Fyleman; so
when in 1931 I went with a Boston University group under the leadership of
Dr. £. L. Getchell, I made up my mind that while I was in Sngland, I should
try to see her. I thought longingly of A. A. Milne and Eleanor Farjeon. I
did wish to see Beatrix Potter, the creator of happy-go-lucky Peter Rabbit,
but I felt that I must see Rose Fyleman. This story ends happily. I didl
Here, then, is a true accovint of my adventure with the English R. F.
^Lady Adams, 'The Fairies' Laureate," The Elementary English Review
,
March,
1929, p. 63,
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It was shortly after school had begun in London that I wrote to
Rose Fyleman. I wanted to believe that she'd answer, but I wasn't at all
sure, authors are such busy creatures, and so temperamental; but presently
came the reply, and it was good news — an invitation!
July 10, 1952
Dear Miss Carter,
I received your letter, here, where I have a cottage
for the summer. I wonder whether you would like to come down here
one afternoon and see this charming old cottage.
Will you let me know which dates are available? I have
a good many engagements but hope we could arrange something be-
tween the two of us. On the days when I am in town I never have
a moment.
You come here from Waterloo. It takes about an hour
to Worplesdon and I would meet you at the station.
Yours sincerely.
Rose Fyleman
Of course I replied immediately, and then wondered if anything
might happen. Rose Fyleman' s fairies must have wished to please me, for
soon came her second reply with a definite date set.
Dear Miss Carter,
I wonder if you can come over on Thursday afternoon?
I am so sorry not to have written before, but I had two days
hectic engagements in London, and am finding it difficult to
fit in all I want and have to do.
If you can come on Thursday, will you send me a line?
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If you can catch the train at 2 from Waterloo you will get to
Worplesdoja by E:46 and I will meet you at the station. There is
quite a good train at 6:40— so that you will be back for any
evening engagement.
I do so hope this will suit you.
Yours sincerely,
Rose Fyleman
Meanwhile, all of us at school had discovered near London
University, Denny's Bookshop. We went in regularly each morning for our
daily browse, and while others bought heavy books, I spent much of my time
in the children's section in search of new secrets, new editions, and brand
new finds. It was in this manner that I became acquainted with kind Mr.
Cooper who told me about his little girl, June, and his new baby son. It
was Mr. Cooper who first introduced me to the Rose Fyleman school edition
books. Each book cost less than $.40 in our money. TOien I circulated this
piece of news, there was a sale of Rose Fyleman books right away. I pro-
mised faithfully to take as many as I could with me in case Rose Fyleman
would be willing to autograph them.
My friend and roommate came down with an attack of the grippe; so
I had to send a wire to a friend of hers saying, "Postpone visit. Come
next week instead."
"What has this to do with the story?" you ask. Just this—when
my roommate got up, I went down, and I went down on 7/ednesday eve. You may
recall that the next day was Thursday, the day that I was scheduled to
visit Rose Fyleman. Not only was I miserably ill, but to make matters
worse it was pouring rain in London town. My friend in return for my good
1•
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deed, sent a telegram for me. Thus the red letter day passed by—a blue
one for me.
Rose Fyleman didn't need to answer the telegram, but she did.
Letters are always welcome, but when one is sick-a-bed then letters
become treasures.
Dear Miss Carter,
I am sorry you are laid up, and I do hope that it is
not a serious attack.
I don't know how long you are staying, but do let me
know if there is any chance of your coming down a little later.
Yours sincerely,
P. S. Hadn't a moment to write yesterday as I had a visitor
staying and we went out (in all that wet) for a long drive.
All the members of our party were sorry and most polite, but I
sort of knew that they were disappointed not to have their books signed.
One day when no one was around, I sat up in bed and penned a letter to Rose
Fyleman explaining the exact situation and suggesting a remedy. MJy friendly
roommate is a very neat person and a skilled paper cutter, (I mean she
knows how to cut straight and how to make the edges look just so ). To humor
me she cut about fifteen slips of paper. I tucked them into the envelope,
called on Santa Glaus and the fairies to help, and like Br'er Rabbit pre-
pared to "lie low".
The first day that I was ready to go to class was the day that I
had promised my professor to speak on Rose Fyleman (even though I hadn't
visited her). That morning when I looked for mail—behold! There was an
envelope with familiar handwriting. I felt of it all over carefully—and
—
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I felt paper. Quickly I opened it and peered inside. I didn»t tell
anyone else except the paper-cutting lady that the slips were there and
signed!
1^ "Companions on the Trail", to use the name of Hamlin Garland's
book, were apparently as delighted as children when at the end of the Rose
Fyleman program I distributed the autographs. Now don't you think Rose
Fyleman was a generous and sympathetic person?
I thanked her by letter enthusiastically and told her that the
only day left for me to come was on Tuesday. Monday was examination day,
Tuesday was packing day, and Wednesday was "Move on to Edinburgh day".
This is what Rose Fyleman replied:
August 2
Dear Miss Carter,
By all means come on the 9th. I'm glad your chill was
no worse.
I've signed the little papers, but if your friends would
prefer their books signed, bring them with you.
By the way if you care to bring a friend with you please
do so. I can put two of you in my Baby and it might make the
journey less wearisome.
Yours sincerely,
So Tuesday came bright, clear, and hot. I had urged the Paper-
Cutting Lady to accept Rose Fyleman's invitation, but, no. She said she
wanted me to enjoy the experience alone. Besides— someone had to pack -
there are those vrtio can - and those who can't. She can—beautifullyl I
travelled on the bus alone, found my way into the station, bought a round-
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trip ticket, got a new film for my tiny Geman camera, and stepped into a
compartment
•
I tried to take cat naps, and to calm my excited heart, which was
pumping away at 70 beats a second— I»m not a doctor, but that seemed like
good heart speed to me
I
Worplesdon came. I alighted, but though I looked the English
scenery over carefully, I saw no one who in any way resembled the Rose
Fyleman I had once seen at a banquet in Boston. lHy bothersome heart sank
only to rise quickly when I caught sight of someone who appeared to be
quite out of breath. I knew instantly that it was Rose Fyleman. She hur-
ried me along to her Baby, as she called the Austin, and I clambered in
beside her. I felt as though I were riding in a doll*s carriage, except
that the ride was much more thrilling, for the reason that Rose Fyleman
told me that she had only been driving a month. V/ell, I might have guessed
this without her saying a word. That ride was the only time that I thanked
my lucky stars I had taken out in-case-of-accident insurance. I thought
perhaps my father and mother might realize a neat little sum (since I shoulc
be residing in heavenly country—maybe) but no—Rose Fyleman landed me righl
side up, and safely inside her little garage.
It was a charming Tudor cottage that she led me into, I did ad-
mire its thatched roof and its low ceilings that I could touch easily
standing on tip-toes; but I never did rave much about houses when people
were around; besides I came to look and listen to her; and that's what I
said quite frankly. I do believe though, that she was disappointed because
I didn't say more about the cottage.
An English friend of hers was present, and the three of us went
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for a walk to see the countryside, lliat was fun, and I enjoyed it. We
strolled near-by and saw a working man*s garden. Rose Fyleman was as
pleased with his efforts as he was. Then we went to a more elaborate es-
tate where two gardeners were weeding out troublesome weeds and where riots
of colored flowers were growing beautifully.
We came to some wooden steps which led to a little look-out,
where we gazed out over restful, English landscapes.
Rose Fyleman said that she wished the owner would look inside of
her mind; then invite her to come and write here any time she wished. She
was certain that she could write heaps of stories and poems in this lovely,
quiet place.
Going down stairs R, F, slipped and actually bounced two or three
steps. I helped her up, afraid that she had hurt herself, but evidently
falling was just a little hobby of hers, for she casually stuck on the heel
that had fallen off and proceeded to tell us a childhood story,
•I think I must have inherited the art of falling easily," ex-
plained Rose Fyleman, "for I well remember mother falling down stairs, but
skillfully holding some valuable glasses in the air. No bones broken and
no glasses broken either."
Back to the house for tea we came, and there I made a fearful
discovery, % pocketbook which harbored my round trip ticket plus my six-
pences, shillings, florins, etc. was missing. I looked everywhere; not
finding it I grew nervous, embarrassed, and uneasy. What was I to do?
What did anyone in my situation say? I raked my weary brains for some of
Bnily Post's wise words; all in vain. I tried to enjoy tea, but the pocket
book, looming so largely in my mind, took all appetite for tea away.
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Yet, in spite of lost pocketbooks and empty stomachs
—
pictures
must be taken. This I had determined. Back yard pictures came first.
Then I coaxed Rose Fyleman to come around front and stand near some flowers.
At this moment I told her of my sad plight. Surprised she must have been,
but she rose grandly to the occasion. She said she wasn*t sure that she
had enough money in the house, but Katie would have. Now Kiatie was a
charming young lady; in what capacity Rose Fyleman employed her I know not,
possibly a companion of some kind, but I took to Kiatie instantly, and she
in turn seemed to understand an American, and why not, for she had worked
in the Elizabeth Arden Shop in Boston, and once she lived in an apartment
on Beacon Street.
Kiatie and I went to look for the missing purse, and though we
looked "Here, There, and Everywhere", we did not find it. So Rose Fyleman
and Katie had to advance ny fare.
She didn't dare back out of the garage, but Eatie dared and Katie
didi Rose Fyleman took the wheel. I climbed in front with her, and she
drove me rapidly and in an interesting, to say the least, style to the sta-
tion. Once a man in a passing car looked rather queerly at her, and she
said, "Did that man give me an odd look?" "Yes, very," I replied, "but it
doesn*t matter." "I thought I was driving quite well really," she answered.
Then we both smiled.
Home I went, trailing not "clouds of glory", but clouds of memo-
ries mingled with chagrin and fun. The more I thought of my English bill
fold lost, the gloomier I became. By the time I reached the York Hotel my
spirits were indeed low, ^Vhen I told the Paper-Cutting lady the sad story
she said sympathetically, "Never mind. You*ve really visited Rose Fyleman.*
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I sat at the table coaxing a lagging appetite when an active little bell
boy hopped into the dining room and called, "Carter,** I reached for the
telegram.
Purse found. Please send address for forwarding, Fyleman
So you see, the fairies must have been on my side after all, and
the day ended happily.
While we were enjoying Edinburgh, the birthplace of the man who
wrote "A Child's Garden of Verses," the package came, and when I opened it,
there was the missing pocketbook, and tucked inside this last, and what I
think is the most characteristic. Rose Fyleman letter,
August 12
Dear Miss Carter,
Here it is. It was in the carl I We found it after
we had started to take lliss How land back, so we stopped at a vil-
lage P. 0, and as we had no money with us we paid for the wire
out of it.
I've taken out 10 shillings in silver and am returning
the note and oddments. I'm afraid the little box would be hope-
lessly squashed in the mail. As for the postage—well I'm not
as hard up as all that! Perhaps I shall be able to use your
return ticket some day!
I parked the Baby
,
empty, outside the P. 0., for a
minute last night, and she ran down hill and bumped into a fence.
Mercifully she didn't go far, so that the damage is not serious,
but she's had to go to the garage.
No, we didn't think you a noisy, bothersome ^erican.
i!
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We thought you gay and sprightly, and I think it's sweet of you to
be so enthusiastic over what was after all, a dubious entertainment,
Groodbye and good luck,
Yours sincerely.
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CHA.PTER IV.
A CO^IPARISON OF TEE POETRY OF TBE TWO R. F.»S
Close study of these two poets reveals that they have much in
common. Rachel Field writes many poems about Elves—Eliza and the Elves is
the name of one of her books—while Rose Fyleman*s poetry books, with the
exception of Gay-Go-Up
,
are all about Fairies. Here are two poems about
"the fairy ring." Which R. F. wrote this?
Upon the magic green I stood^
Within the fairy ring,
Close to the little rustling wood
Where fairies always sing.
I was a little bit afraid,
I kept my eyes shut tight
While all around they danced and played-
I felt the shining light.
Nearer and nearer still they came,
They touched my dress, my hair;
They called me softly by my name;
I heard them everywhere.
I never moved, I never spoke,
(Oh, but my heart beat fast).
And so the little fairy folk
All went away at last.
Tomorrow I shall go again
And seek the magic place,
I shall not be so foolish then,
I shall not hide my face.
But I shall stay for hours and hours
Until the daylight ends,
And we shall dance among the flowers
And be the greatest friends.
And I shall learn their fairy song;
And when I cane away
Shall dream of it the whole night long
And sing it every day.
Which author wrote this?
l»»The Fairy Green."
••
•
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Wishing-'-
I stepped into a fairy ring
Upon Mdsummer Night.
I crooked my thumbs and held my breath
That I might wish aright.
The wind blew cool about my hair,
Beyond the dunes the sea
Beat soft as one far elfin driim,
And birds chirped fitfully.
The curly-fronded tips of fern
Close pressed about my feet;
TiTith weedy salt and rose and bay,
The air smelt keen and sweet.
Across the water lights shone clear;
The lighthouse blinked its eye,
7?hile in the dimness of the grass
The firefly hosts went by.
I thought and thought, but nothing seemed
So good a thing to wish
As that some other night might be
As beautiful as this.
Perhaps you noticed the words lighthouse, and fern, and you
thought of Maine and Rachel Field. That*s right! Others of Rachel Field's
fairy poems are:
Elfin Organ Grinder
The Green Fiddler
Red Capped Moss
The Secret Land
The Visitor
Fairy Fruit
Seven Ages of Elfhood
Greenriders
Some of Rose Fyleman*s fairy poems are:
The Fairy Tailor
The Fairy Ball
The Fairy Flute
Fairy Miisic
Trees and Fairies
The Singing Fairy
The Fairies Give Thanks
Fairy Lore
Taxis and Toadstools."
t<
t
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The Ice Cream Man-'-
When summer's in the city,
And brick's a blaze of heat,
The Ice Cream Msui with his little cart
Goes trundling down the street.
Beneath his round umbrella,
Oh, what a joyful sight.
To see fill the cones with mounds
Of cooling brown or white.
Vanilla, chocolate, strawberry
Or chilly things to drink
From bottles full of frosty fizz
Green, orange, white or pink.
His cart might be a flower bed
Of roses and sweet peas
The way the children cluster round
As thick as honey bees.
The Dentist^
I'd like to be a dentist with a plate upon the door.
And a little bubbling fountain in the middle of the floor;
With lots of tiny bottles all arranged in colored rows.
And a page-boy with a line of silver buttons down his clothes,
I'd love to polish up the things and put them every day
Inside the darling chests of drawers all tidily away.
And every Sunday afternoon when nobody was there
I should go riding up and down upon the velvet chair.
^"Taxis and Toadstools."
2"The Fairy Green."
•(
'
*
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Compare these two poems. Can you tell which wrote which? This
is a difficult task. Both R. F.'s show a decided interest in people,
Rachel Field has written about The Blind Man , The Pretzel Ulan , The Cobbler,
The Flower Cart Man, Captain Jim
,
Sandy Sawyer , and The Ice Cream Man . Rose
Fyleman has written about The Butcher, The Grocer , The Dentist , The Police-
man
, The Doctor , and The Postman , Have you found your answer?
In this interest in people, however, the writing differs. Rose
Fyleman* s poems are friendly, light, whimsical, with delightful humor run-
ning through them. Rachel Field's characters reveal more depth. They are
New England, sturdy, reliable. This difference is clearly shovna in a com-
parison of the two poems about the cobbler. Mr. Minnitt is Rose Fyleman*s.
The Cobbler is Rachel Field's.
In Essex Court
^
In Essex Coxirt, in Essex Court, oh, have you ever seen
The little tiny house there is with a doorway painted green?
And standing in the window or on the shelves behind
The darling little powdered wigs, each one a different kind.
All the other houses are very tall and stiff;
Their looks are rather haughty; you almost hear them sniff
There's a plane tree in the middle, and you see them through the twigs
All staring with their windows at the little house of wigs.
There's a gentleman inside it - I saw him through the door -
And lots of little pictures, and a staircase in the floor.
I'd love to be a wig-maker, with long wigs and with short,
And sit inside the tiny house and live in Essex Court.
Gay Go Up."
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Patchin Place-^
In Patchin Place, in Patchin Place,
There's a lamp-post tall and thin,
And the Jefferson R'iarket clock's round face
is always peering in
Over the chimneys clustered thick
And the spindly trees that grow
By the worn old stones and weathered hrick
Of the houses in a row.
In Patchin Place the rooms are small.
The stairs are long and steep.
The nearby buildings tower tall.
But it's there that I would sleep -
With the old street lamp for company
With the clock round shiny face
Watching the whole night long to see
All's well in Patchin Place,
These two poems have much the same rhythm, and they each show an
interest in places .
Rose Fyleman wrote the first - Rachel Field, the second.
Other places that Rachel Field vncites about are; Cranberry Pool
,
Cranberry Road , The Old Schoolhouse , and Mss Lucinda's Garden : while Rose
Fyleman writes of Regent s ' Park
,
Piccadilly
,
Trafalgar Square
,
The Temple
,
and Hampstead
.
'Taxis and Toadstools."
€
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The MUshroom Gatherers-"-
Into the woods behind the farm
Where the yellow mushrooms grow,
Each with a basket on an aim,
Into the woods we* 11 go.
Lightly our feet will carry us there
Past thicket and fallen tree,
Till we come to the sun-patched clearing where
Grow that golden company.
We shall find them wherever our eyes may look
Scattered or in a ring;
In mossy hollow; in rooty nook
And the fir boughs* sheltering.
Spicy and plump and strangely cold.
We* 11 gather them where they grow,
And when each basket brims with gold.
Home through the woods we* 11 go.
Complaint^
You've stolen all our mushroomst
TiVhen friends come in to tea
In Fairyland it is_ the rule
To offer them a satin stool;
The grass is often very wet
And furniture is hard to get,
As you must all agree.
^**Taxi8 and Toadstools."
2**The Fairy Flute."
tr
(
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You*ve stolen all our mushrooms
And left not one behind.
If people came by night and day
And took your prettiest chairs away
And made them all into a stew
Without so much as thanking you,
Now would you call it kind?
You*ve stolen all our mushrooms.
And if you don*t take care,
We* 11 go about the fields at night
And paint the toadstools brown and white,
And you'll be punished for your greed
By being very ill indeed -
So you had best beware.
Both poets have poems which mention mushrooms. Test yourself.
Who wrote Complaint? It's easy to tell when you have learned the fairies'
friend.
Rose Fyleman in Gay Go Up mentions Jessica's little dog Bingo
in ten of her poems. This theme pleases not only children but adults.
Bingo May Die Some Day^
When my darling Bingo dies
(But he's only seven)
He'll unclose his faithful eyes
In the dogs' Heaven.
Such a happy, friendly place.
Not so very far
From the Land of Lovely Grace
Where the angels are.
•Gay Go Up."
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With the other creatures there
Won't he have some fun?
Sleeping on his favourite chair
When their games are done.
When the angels come to call
(As they're sure to do)
They will bring a rubber ball
And a bone or two.
Talk to him in doggie talk,
Hfeke a bit of fuss;
Take him for a jolly walk,
Give him news of us.
When at last they have to leave
And its getting late,
He will quietly stand and grieve
By the marble gate.
He will watch them as they go
Down the starry track;
They will talk of him, I know.
All the way back.
YOiile Rose Fyleman hopefully tells of Bingo in Dog's heaven,
Rachel Field expresses the loneliness felt by human beings when a dog frienc
dies.
To See-Saw^
I shall never see you run
Through the orchard any more
,
Or hear the scratching of your paws
In the early morning at my door.
I shall never watch your tail
Saying you are glad of me.
Or know at meals your eyes are turned
Upon my plate reproachfully.
I shall never see you sleep
"The Pointed People."
-m
•
•
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Like a ball curled in the sun,
Or feel your nose pressed in my hand,
Now all your dear dog days are done.
Birds, also, is a favorite subject of each. It is simple to tell
the author of The Robin because of the key word which rightfully belongs to
Rose Fyleman.
The Robin^
The robin is the fairies' page;
They keep him neatly dressed
For country service or for town
In dapper livery of brown
And little scarlet vest.
On busy errands all day long
He hurries to and fro.
With watchful eyes and nimble wings -
There are not very many things
The robin doesn't know.
And he can tell you, if he will,
The latest fairy news;
The quaint adventures of the king.
And whom the Queen is visiting
And where she gets her shoes.
And lately, when the fairy Court
Invited me to tea,^ He stood behind the Royal Chair;
"Fairies and Chimneys."
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V/hen he discovered I was there,
That robin WINKED at me.
Now read this New England poem that has nothing whatever to do
with the fairies.
The Peabody Bird-^
Peabody! Peabody I Peabod^l
Why do you call that name
Over and over and over?
Is it a sort of game
That you play by yourself
The whole day through?
Is it someone you want?
I wish I knew.
Peabodyl Peabody! Peabody!
From fir top or leafy spray,
It's a long name and a queer name
For a bird you like to say.
Can't you forget for a single hour?
They are either lost or dead.
Couldn't you look for someone else?
And wouldn't I do instead?
Piccadilly Circus^
Piccadilly Circus as soon as it is dark
Is better than the Underground,
Better than the Park;
I'TTaxis and Toadstools."
'^"Gay Go Up."
€
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Full of coloured pictures
All made up of light,
Changing every minute
Moving all the night.
Like a bit of Fairy land,
Brighter than the day,
Nobody who saw it
Would want to go away.
London's full of lovely things.
But don't you think you'd call
Piccadilly Circus
The very best of all?
Piccadilly Circus in London may be compared to Broadway in New
York. Rose Fyleman has created a picture that closely resembles Rachel
Field's poem What? No More Witches in New York?
Here are two short poems of eight lines each. Of course you can
tell Rose Fyleman* s now because you know the dog's name, but even if you
had forgotten Bingo's name, couldn't you surmise that Old Rto Cutter was a
native of Maine?
A Pity^
Great Aunt Louisa
Sometimes comes to tea;
One ought to like relations
And she always kisses me
She wears a lot of golden rings
And a velvet coat with fur,
^"Gay Go I^."
"
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But she doesn't like Bingo
So I can't like her.
Old J/San Cutter^
Old Msua Gutter lives down by the shore
With lobster traps piled roxind his door.
Little, lop-sided, and gray as he
His house sits close as it can to the sea.
Queer as to chimney, minus a shutter,
You*d know it belonged to Old Man Cutter,
Just as the patched place in his coat
Matches the patch on the sail of his boat!
There is nothing quite like this in Rose Fyleman's poems. Rachel
Field has more depth. Her poems reveal a sensitive sturdiness. Reread
this poem aloud slowly and thoughtfully.
The Florist Shop^
Florist shops are beautiful,
All damply green and dimly cool.
And the men who keep them are sure to be
A little baggy about the knee,
With voices pleasant and rather low
From living along with things that grow;
For you can't grow noisy and hurried where
Petal on petal fills the air
Y/ith spiciness, and every tree
Is hxing with gayest greenery.
Grocers bustle and butchers shout,
^*»Taxis and Toadstools.*
^Ibld.
•
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Tradesmen tramp noisily in and out,
But florists are quiet men and kind,
With, a sort of fragrance of the mind.
But honors are even, for if Rachel Field can create beautiful
thoughts about florist shops, she cannot soar to great heights as Rose
Fyleman does, nor does she write such poems as There are Fairies at the
Bottom of Our Garden or The Little Princess .
Oh, what shall I give to the little princess?^
Red velvet slippers and a blue satin dress
A battledore of ivory, a shuttle cock of gold.
And a coat of white swansdown to keep her from the cold.
Oh, what shall I give to the King's little daughter?
A pearl-white sailing boat to sail upon the water,
A bright painted platter on a carved wooden stand.
And a basket full of rosebuds to carry in her hand.
Rose Fyleman has remembered her manners. In her book The Fairy
Green she gives thanks to the fairies.
To the Fairies^
Kindly little fairy friends,
Here I fain would make amends;
For I seek my verses through.
Find no word of thanks to you.
Ifeny, oh so, so many times
You have helped me with my rhymes;
'/Then my tiny songs were dumb
Oft and often have you come;
Oft and often have I heard.
Sweeter than the song of bird.
Fairy voices, crystal-clear,
Very softly at my ear
(TOiile you poised on fluttering winds)
Telling me enchanting things.
•"The Rose Fyleman Fairy Book."
"The Fairy Green."
i
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Often at the fall of night,
In the gentle, dusky light
Through my garden as I went,
To my Joy and wonderment
Suddenly the air around
Blossomed into a lovely sound,
And I knew that you were there
All about me everywhere.
Could I tell what I have heard,
Magic sound and magic word.
Fit for all the world to read.
But alas! For all my pains.
Of those sweet mysterious strains
I can only hope to catch
Here an echo, there a snatch.
Yours is any happy line.
All that's done amiss is mine,
I must not close this part of my paper without mentioning that
Rose Fyleman has written numerous fairy stories for children, and these
prove that the title of official Fairies' Biographer rightfully belongs to
her. Her stories are humorous, light, brief, musical, fanciful, and al-
together delightful.
If you don't know Mrs. Moodle (who always carried her xambrella)
and Jaro who saved the day, found in Forty Goodnight Tales
,
and if you
haven't met The Three Princesses (with the surprise ending), found in Forty
Good Morning Tales
,
you've missed something; and if you've never read A
Princess Comes to Our Town (which is my favorite), well, then, you'd better
go to the library nowl Let us hope that the following books will be on the
shelves,
FOR ALL CHILDRE3^ AND ADULTS WHO LOVE POETRY
Fairies and Chimneys
Fairy Green
Fairy Flute
Poetry about Jessica in England

Gay Go Up
Story Books, too, show Rose Fylemaii*s poetic imagination.
Forty Good Morning Tales
Forty Good Night Tales
The Rainbow Cat
A Princess Gomes to Our Town
Tea Time Tales
Twenty Tea Time Tales
The Dolls* House
Captain Marwhopple
Fairies and Friends
Letty (considered to be partly auto-
biographical-not for children)
The Rose Fyleman Fairy Book
A Garland of Roses
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CHAPTER V.
A. A. M.
There is no need to introduce the author of these verses.
Suppose I give you a few lines that always linger in my mind.
I*ve got shoes with grown up laces,
I*ve got knickers and a pair of braces,
I*m all ready to run some races
Who*s coming out with me?
or
James, Jar.ies, Morrison, Morrison, Wetherbee, George, Dupree
Took great care of his mother though he was only three.
and if you don*t know yet, -you 're certain to if I quote these lines
—
"Hush, Hush, whisper who dares
Christopher Robin is saying his prayers."
Christopher Robin's father is Mr. A. A. Milne—the author of the
books that sold like hot cakes V/hen "fie Were Very Young , and Now We Are
Six . Step into a bookstore at Christmas time and your eyes meet gift-
copies of these books—all ready to make some child or teacher happy.
Mr. Milne, like Rachel Field and Rose Fyleman, is rich in talents
for he has successfully written essays, plays, and mystery stories.
He has written an account of himself which I want you to have
just as he wrote it.
"I was bom in London on January 18th, 188E, "writes the author
of "WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUInTG" , "so I ought to be 5E years old now—but no-
body believes it. At the age of eleven I went to v/estminster School with a
scholarship and for a year worked very hard, but at twelve I began to feel
I knew enough and therefore took life more easily. Perhaps the most im-
portant thing that happened there was that I began to write verses, paro-

dies, and the like for the school paper. One evening when another boy and
I were looking at a copy of a Cambridge undergraduate paper, 'The Granta*
which had come to the school, he said solemnly: *You ought to edit that
some day.' So I said, equally solemnly: *I will.' This sounds like the
story of the model boy who became a millionaire; I apologize for it, but it
really did happen. I went to Cambridge, in spite of the fact that every-
body meant me to go to Oxford, and edited 'The Granta'.
"I left Cambridge in 1903 with a very moderate degree and a feel-
ing in the family that I had belied the brilliant promise of my youth, and
that it was about time I got to work and did something. Schoolmastering
and the Indian civil service were two of the professions suggested. The
first was not very exciting; the second meant more examinations to pass; so
I said that I was going to London to write. I had enough money left over
from Cambridge allowance to keep me for a year, and by the end of the year
I saw myself the most popular writer in London—editor of 'The Times,'
'Punch' and 'The Spectator,' member of all the important literary clubs and
intimate friend of Meredith and Hardy. ISy family was not so optimistic.
They saw me at the end of the year deciding to be a schooLnaster . However,
they gave me their blessing; and I went to London, to expensive rooms and
settled down to write...
"By the end of the year I had spent my money and I had earned by
writing twenty pounds. So I moved to two cheap and dirty rooms in a
policeman's house in Chelsea and went on writing. The second year I made
about one hundred twenty pounds and lived on it. In the third year I was
making two hundred pounds, for several papers were now getting used to me,
but in February, 1906, a surprising thing happened. The editor of 'Punch'
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retired, the assistant editor became editor, and I was offered the assis-
tant editorship. I accepted and was assistant editor until the end of 1914,
"Then for four years I was in the Royal V/arwickshire regiment and
served on the western front.
"7?hen the war was over I decided not to go back to »Punch', with
its regular weekly articles, but keep myself free to write what and where
and ^en I liked, risky, perhaps, at first, but much more fun. I have been
doing this since, and have had no financial reasons for regretting it.
"As regards more intimate matters, I have one wife, one son, one
house, and one recreation
—
golf."^
Here is a description of Christopher Robin* s father.
"Some people say he is very tall, and perhaps he is, as such
things are measured - though he keeps you from ever being quite certain by
hunching his shoulders.
"His hair is the color of sand on the Chatham Bars on Cape Cod,
and he wears it slickly, like a young man in a play. His eyes are filled
with an innocent blue grey mirth.
"He lounges most intensively when he has got over the first frighl
at being thrust into a conversation with a stranger.
"He fidgets with a pipe, or with a handkerchief of swishing raw
silk, or with the papers in his wallet that gets in the way of his finding
some snapshots of the real Christopher Robin, who, as you shall see, is
quite a distinct person from the C. R. with whom he has been too inclusive-
ly identified, though the two, the real and the imaginary have something in
common of course."^
And here is a description of Christopher Robin* s mother.
l"Button Gossip," E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., New York.
'^Janet Mabie, "Christopher Robin*s Father," Pictorial Review, February,
1932, p. 2.
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"Mrs. Milne is tall, slender, and brown-eyed; her eyes are indeed
Just like Christopher Robin* s. They all three look very young, and when
they look at one another, very happy. They live in a red house off a green
square in Chelsea, a house with marvellous old glassware ranged in the win-
dows, catching the light; every week they go in a large blue limousine to
their farm in Sussex where stands the tree with the door-plate that marks
it for Pooh*s house.
Getting an interview with Mr. Milne is difficult, but this Journa-
list had a magic password which opened the door to let him in.
"A. A. Milne is one of the shyest of men. His personality is
endowed with the elusive chaim that attracted hundreds and thousands of
readers to those voliimes When V/e Were Very Young , and Winnie-the-Pooh .
"I learned these facts long before I met Mr. Mine himself.
"He will see no one, they told me, especially a journalist - a
journalist who would be likely to go about telling the world iabout his more
intimate affairs.
"Notwithstanding, I wrote to Mr. MLlne asking if I might call
upon him.
"It is of the utmost importance to mention at once that I was thai
living at 13 Palace Court, just off Bayswater Road, Kensington.
"I did not have long to wait for a reply, I was grateful for
even this written contact with the actual Milne, whom I had begun to con-
sider something of a pleasant myth,
"Mr. Milne*s letter bore the address, 13 Mallard St., Chelsea.
"*Yes,* wrote Mr. MLlne with an unmistakable air of cordiality,
I shall indeed be glad to see you because you are fortimate enough to be
^Ifey Lamberton Becker, "An Interview with A. A. Milne, Christopher Robin,
and Pooh," Weekly Book News
, October 10, 1928,
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living at 13 Palace Court where I wooed and won the hand of my wife just
13 years ago .
'
"So I went to visit A. A. Mine, just like a person taking a real
live-part in a fairy tale.
•I found A. A. Mine living in a fairly small cottage in Chelsea,
just around the corner from where Thomas Carlyle once lived.
"As a housemaid took my hat and stick in the hallway, I could
hear Christopher Robin and his father romping and laughing upstairs, I was
taken into a large room on the second floor with many windows. Every niche
and corner was filled with colored glass, amber, ruby, cobalt blue that
strangely illumined the room with overtones of color.
"Everywhere one's eye fell upon painted period furniture. It was
obvious that A. A. Mine was a collector of old, old things that radiated
with the fancy of the bygone times and people.
"'Winnie the Pooh?' Mr. Mine sprawled in his great arm chair and
puffed rapidly on his pipe and gazed into the clouds of smoke, 'Well, you
see, it's this way. There is a Christopher Robin who demands that stories
be told to him every night after he has said his prayers. So there is no-
thing to be done but tell them to him. llfy wife then suggested that I write
them down; and I did. So that's how Winnie the Pooh got into print. '^
Mr. Mine did not know when he wrote hums for Pooh Bear to sing
in his books that his hums and his poems were really going to turn into
songs.
Itr. H. Fraser-Simson says: "I had known Mine for a good many
years, lived opposite him in Mallord St., Chelsea. Christopher Robin and
Mr. Henry Woggins (our very intelligent spaniel) were and still are very
'•Henry L. Phillips, "The Author of Winnie the Pooh," Mentor
,
December, 1928,
p. 49.
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great friends.
"I had composed songs long before I did musical plays, and I read
the poems; and it had not occurred to me to suggest that they be set to
music.
"Letters began to pour into Milne to have this or that set to
music. Milne asked my advice.
*'A few days later he said, *Look here, will you do these songs?'
"Thus began one of the most delightful experiences of my life.
MLlne gave me the whole set of lyrics to choose from, and I selected 14 of
them.
"The enormous success of the first book of songs here in iknerica
(over 50,000 copies were sold in England alone) led to the second book,
Teddy Bear and Other Songs
,
another 14 songs.
"The musical version of the King's Breakfast
,
one of the most de-
lightful of all the very young poems, is published as a separate book, and
this is not merely sung but acted in schools and elsewhere."'^
Are you the sort of person who always skips introductions or
prefaces? Don't ever do it with any of A. A. Milne's books. They are as
interesting as the poems or stories themselves. Perhaps you are an admirer
of Alice in Wonderland; if you are then Milne's introductions should appeal
to you. You read them over silently, and wonder what they mean; you read
them over orally, and wonder if he was mixed up, or if you are. It's as
though I*Ir. Milne was playing hide and seek . You must catch him between the
lines. Here is a sample.
"At one time (but I have changed my mind now,) I thought I was
going to write a little Note at the top of each of these poems, in the
%. Fraser-Slmson, "Setting Milne to Music," Weekly Book News.
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manner of Mr. William Wordsworth, who liked to tell his friends he was
walking with, and what he was thinking about, when the idea of writing his
poem came to him. You will find some lines about a swan here, if you get a£
far as that, and I should have explained to you in the Note that Christophe]
Robin, who feeds this swan, because, if you call him, and he doesn't come
(which is a thing swans are good at), then you can pretend that you were
just saying *Poohl* to show how little you wanted him. Well, I should have
told you that there are six cows who come down to Pooh's lake every after-
noon to drink, and of course they say *LIoo,* as they come. So I thought to
myself one fine day, walking with my friend Christopher Robin. *Bfco rhymes
with Pooh! Surely there is a bit of poetry to be got out of that.* Well,
then. I began to think about the swan on his lake; and at first I thought
how lucky it was that his name was Pooh; and then I didn*t think about that
any more ~ and all I can say for it now is that, if it hadn't been for
Christopher Robin, I shouldn't have written it; which, indeed, is all I can
say for any of the others. So this is why these verses go about together,
because it was not quite like the one before, then I should have to leave
out the one before because it was not quite like the next, which would be
disappointing for them,
"Then there is another thing. You may wonder some times who is
supposed to be saying the verses. Is it the Author, that strange but un-
interesting person, or is it Christopher Robin, or some other boy or girl oi
Nurse, or Hoo? If I had followed IVir. Wordsworth's plan, I could have ex-
plained this each time; but, as it is, you will have to decide for your-
selves. If you are not quite sure, then it is probably Hoo. I don't know
if you have ever met Hoo, but he is one of those curious children who look
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four on Monday, and eight on Tuesday, and are really twenty-eight on
Saturday, and you never know whether it is the day when he can pronounce
his 'r's*. He had a great deal to do with these verses. In fact, you
might almost say that this book is entirely the unaided work of Christopher
Robin, Hoo, and Mr. Shepard, who drew the pictures. They have said *Thank
you' politely to each other several times, and now they say it to you for
taking them into your house. *Thank you so much for asking us. We've
come. '"^
Mr. Milne has been called whimsical so many times that he detests
the word, and so we must not use it. But there is something that is de-
cidedly different about his introductions. They seem to say, '*This is
great fun. Do you follow me? If you don't - it doesn't matter much - the
poems following are easy to understand,* And they arel VJhat child or
grown-up child doesn't love
John had Great big Waterproof boots on,^
John had a great big waterproof hat;
John had a great big waterproof mackintosh,
And that (said John) is that.
or
I met some Rabbits as I went walking;^
We got talking,
Rabbits and I.
"Where are you going in your brown fur coats?"
(I said to the Rabbits as they went by)
"Down to the village to get some oats.
Will you come with us?" "No, not I."
*''When We Were Tery Young," Introduction, pp. ixx,
gibid.
•^Ibid.
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Hls subjects; horses, dogs, bears, little boys and girls, appeal
to the children.
Then there's the unmistakable Mine swing. His poetry fairly
races along. Listen to it.
The king asked the queen and the queen asked
the dairymaid
Could we have some butter for the royal slice
of bread.
What is the matter with Llary Jane ?
She's perfectly well, and she
Hasn't a pain.^
A lion has a tail and a very fine tail,
And so has an elephant, and so has a whale,
And so has crocodile, and so has a quail -
They've all got tails but me.^
Is it any wonder that Mine enthusiasts began to clamor for these
verses to be set to music. It's easy enough to make your own sort of tune
as you go along.
Book dedications sometimes tell true stories and A. A. Mine's
tell of his devotion to his family. His first book - When We vYere Very
Young is dedicated to his small son.
To Christopher Robin Mine
or
as he prefers to call himself
Billy Moon
This book
Which Owes so much to him
is now
Humbly Offered,
l'*When We ¥erp Yery Young",
*^Ibid,
3lbid.
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And this seems a wise time to explain, as far as it can be
explained - about Christopher Robin's name. The Ivlilne*s wished to name
their son "Billy", but Billy is not really a name; it's just something that
people call you who know you very well. "And besides", said 1^. A. A. M.
,
"no one can go to church and ask the bishop to christen a little boy
Billy*". Obviously the Mine's did not like "William". Their problem was
to consider nice initials. (So few parents consider this). C. R. must
have pleased them. So we gather from this Mine-like reasoning that Chris-
topher Robin was a name to suit even a bishop, that C. R. for initials suit
very well with Milne, and that "Billy" is quite a delightful nickname.
"Billy" liked it, too. Soon he began to call himself "Billy Moon". l/Joon
may seem puzzling, but Christopher Robin's, alias Billy Moon's father ex-
plains, this time, in an altogether satisfactory manner, "Billy I.SDon is
really Billy Milne although Moon is easy to say, and Milne is not." And noi
you know as much as I about the whole affair of naming the son of llr. and
Mrs. A. A. Milne.
His second poetry book Now We Are Six was dedicated to a little
friend of Christopher Robin's Anne Darlington (whose father is a writer).
TO
Anne Darlington
Now she is seven
and
Because she is
speshal.
There is a picture beside me as I write of Anne and Christopher
aged nine and eight walking to school. Since children have special friends,
I am including these two poems about Anne and Christopher from the book
Now He Are Six.
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Buttercup Days
Where is Anne?
Head above the buttercups,
Walking by the stream,
DoTm among the buttercups
Where is Anne?
Lost in a dream
Lost among the Buttercups,
What has she got in that little brown head?
Wonderful thoughts which can never be said.
Tniat has she got in that firm little fist of hers?
Somebody's thumb, and it feels like Christopher's,
Where is Anne?
Close to her man.
Brown head, gold head,
In and out the buttercups.
The Morning Walk
When Anne and I go out for a walk.
We hold each other's hand and talk
Of all the things we mean to do
When Anne and I are forty-two.
And when we've thought about a thing.
Like bowling hoops or bicycling.
Or falling down on Anne's balloon.
We do it in the afternoon.
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I am including part of an interview written by May Lamberton
Becker because it furnishes such natural pictures of Christopher Robin when
he was very young.
"A long nursery with walls the colour of sunshine; an eminent
author crouched in the window-seat clutching to his breast a fat yellow sofa
cushion; facing him at a convenient distance for attack, a little boy in
boxing gloves, his golden hair tossed back from the brightest and brownest
eyes in London, his feet tapping back and forth in the proper professional
preparations.
"That is, in his own language, I saw Moon and Blue. Billy Moon
has lately shortened his self-made name by two syllables. The real Chris-
topher Robin still looks like Mr. Shepard*s pictures; that is, in moments of
comparative repose, as when completing a particularly good tea at the round
table in the yellow nursery. But only a cinema, an earnest one up to its
business, could deal with Christopher Robin* s boxing. It is the real thing
and no mistake. Besides his school, he now goes to a famous gymnasium - oh,
yes, he*s still a little boy, but when you say he is, you should stress the
second word instead of the first.
"As I watched the pillow take punishment, a small gruff voice -
the voice Pooh uses when Mrs. Llilne is in the room cried, 'Here, hold me upj'
I mustn't miss this, and a brown bear came tumbling over my shoulder down
into my lap. I had him right side up directly I kept my cheek on his good
comfortable head for the rest of the bout. I was thinking of the ^erican
children whose eyes would shine when I told them it was just this way that
I held Pooh in my arms so he could watch Christopher Robin boxing."^
But Christopher Robin is growing up fast. He is now fourteen
•^May Lamberton Becker, "An Interview with A. A. Milne, Christopher Robin,
and Pooh," Weekly Book News.
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The -many boys and girls who have
read the "Christopher Robin" books
—
"When We Were Very Young." "Now
We Are Six," "Wlnnie-the-Pooh," and
"The House at Pooh Corner," will be
delighted to meet the actual Christopher
Robin, with his father, the well-known
author, A. A. Milne.
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years old and goes to Boxgrove, an English boarding school. He was brought
up in the traditional English manner, living apart in the nursery and having
his needs taken care of by a Nanna - one of those well-trained nurses who
take such pride in their profession and their young charges. Christopher
now writes home that he enjoys math, and that cricket is his favorite sport.
Here is a short article that shows Mr. I*!Iilne as a thoughtful
father. "He filled his pipe slowly and spoke musingly: »I don*t want ever
to expect him, while he is a child to do things that will make him unhappy,
for happiness is so great a thing. It means so much to a child to have had
a happy childhood to have it to look back on from the misery in the world
that we cannot escape. All children's lives ought to be happy; they should
be saved from feeling secretly miserable about anything they have to do.
"Fathers and mothers should study more the happiness of their
children.
•*
'Christopher Robin has gone to a kindergarten and then to a
preparatory school.
"I^ boy is very keen on games, and is of a mathematical turn of
mind, but my fondest hope is that he will be an artist. At the age of seven
when he had never had any drawing lessons, he did one or two sketches of me.
The famous Winnie the Pooh books, both of them - were dedicated
to Mr. Milne's wife.
To Her
Hand in Hand we come
Christopher Robin and I
To lay this book in your lap
Say You're surprised.
Say you like it I
Say it's just what you wanted.
Because it's yours
Because we love you.
•^A. A. Milne, "A. A. Mine on the Right to Happiness," New Era
,
August, 1950,
p. 35.
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You gave me Christopher Robin, and then
You breathed new life in Pooh.
Whatever of each has left my pen
Goes homing back to you.
My book is ready, and comes to greet
The mother it longs to see -
It would be my present to you, my sweet,
If it weren*t your gift to me.
Mr. Milne is a versatile writer, yet whether you read one of his
poetry books for children, or one of his essay books for adults, you will
come to recognize quickly that inimitable Milne style. Mind you, there are
imitators, yes, but no one thus far has been able to reproduce Milne hiomor;
there is no good substitute.
The following is a list of Mr. Milne's best known books and plays
For Children
^When We Were Very Young Verse
Winnie the Pooh Prose
Now We Are Six Verse
The House at Pooh Corner Prose
The Christopher Robin Story Book Verse and prose
Christopher Robin Verses
Novels
Two People
Mr. Pim (a novelized play)
The Red House J/fstery
Collections of Essays
Not That It Matters
If I May
The Holiday Crowd
By Way of Introduction
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In collaboration with H. Fraser-Simson the following song
collections:
14 songs from When We Were Very Young
IVJbre Very Young Songs
The King»s Breakfast
Teddy Bear
Songs from Now V/e Are Six
The Hums of Pooh
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CHAPTER VI.
N. B. T.
Nancy Byrd Turner has not written so much for children as Rachel
Field, Rose Fyleman, or A. A. Milne; yet if you don*t know her book called
Magpie Lane
,
you have a treasure waiting. All children should know it, and
we must give it to them. Miss Turner likes animals also. Read how easily
she depicts Danny - an imp of a dog.
The Buccaneer^
Danny was a rascal,
Danny was a scamp;
^
He carried off a lady doll
And left her in the damp.
He took her off on Monday;
On Wednesday in he came
And dumped her gayly on the floor
Vfithout a bit of shame.
He was not sad or humble,
He begged nobody*s pardon;
He merely barked, "A lady doll
I found out in the garden."
What is more fun to read aloud than this Bunny poem? It may sounc
like a drill in enunciation, but it should be a drill in interpretation and
enjoyment. Stand before your mirror, in your room, all alone. Look at
yourself as you say these words? Do your eyes tell the secret? Do your
lips make a nice, soft "SHI"? Do you pause after you say, "Don*t breathe.
Don*t stir"? Do you find yourself memorizing it, wanting to reread it
^All the poems quoted in this chapter are from "Magpie Lane,"
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often? Then this Rabbit poem is yours to keepi
TThlstl
Oh, histJ
Look-whistl
There are three fat rabbits beside a bush,
Three frolicking, rollicking, rompy rabbits
With beautiful habits -
Oh, sh-h-hl
Such hoppity, floppity, happy friskersl
The wind in their whiskers
Has tickled their ears and flipped their fur
Until each one
Is foolish with fun.
Don*t breathel Don't stirl
Three of them, wild by the windy bushl
Oh, hush
I
Nancy Byrd Turner can see a joke as quickly as anyone. In this
poem, she politely lets the Robins laugh, but underneath their merry chirp-
ing, if you listen closely, you can catch a gentle, human chuckle. That
will be N. B. T.
Twenty Foolish Fairies
Somebody left a mirror
Out on the lawn last night.
And twenty foolish fairies.
In the dim moonlight.
Mistook it for an ice-pond.
When the morning broke
Twenty early robins
Chuckled at the joke.
She sounds like no one else here but Nancy Byrd Turner.
Do you have your own favorite spring poems? Some by Robert Frost,
Edna St. Vincent Mllay, Bliss Carmen? Spring Wind is a child's poem, and
yet when an adult reads it; what happens? l/EtlORIESI Try it and see.
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Spring Wind
The west wind dances down the lane and sets the robins winging;
It has a message sweet and plain, for some folks hear it singing:
hurry, gather daffodils I They're scattered over all the hills
As thick as anything
I
The little buds unfold again, in buff and white and gold again -
It's Spring, Spring, Springl
The west wind races up the road and sets the green grass sprouting;
It wakes the turtle and the toad, and some folks hear it shouting:
hurry, fetch your bat and ball, put on your oldest shoes of all
And cap and everything.
It's turning fine and hot again, the boys are in the lot again -
It's Spring, Spring, Spring!
Nancy Byrd Turner was born in Virginia in 1880. You would know
that she was from the south to hear her speak, while to hear her read her
own poems is indeed an unforgettable pleasure. I wish I might include a
phonograph record, I wish you could go now, put it onto the "Victrola and
play it. I cannot describe her voice except to say that it is low, that
she speaks slowly, that she has an inflection that delights her audiences.
In the following narrative poem, notice the "stand-out" words that she uses.
They are not the words that either R. F. chooses.
Bells
Long ago and long ago I ran across a story.
Such a little quirky tale - I loved it, every line I
Richard with his trusty cat traipsing up to London,
Halting at the crossway post to read the crooked sign;
^ber eye and velvet ear cinampled on his shoulder.
Brambles in his shabby clothes, doubting - should he dare?
Troubled, facing home again, all his castle tumbled - then
Bow Bells crying sudden sweet, like angels in the air:
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Turn again, Whittington,
Lord Mayor of London!
Look again, the miles are long,
But see the spires burni
Try again, the towers shine
I
(Prickles tingling up my spine,
Heart in mouth, Dick \7hittington.
For fear you wouldn't turn I
)
Lord Ivfeyor of London, the dusty road you traveled
Stretches straight and level now, paved with proper stones;
The ruffled coat they dressed you in has long ago unraveled,
And all the tides of Temple Bar go loud above your bones.
Amber Eye is ash-of-fur; they lodged him near the larder;
He died of stuffing pasty tarts and lapping yellow cream;
Bow Bells* loud and lusty din has shouted many mayors in.
But still I hear their challenge flung across the hills of dream:
Turn again, '/Thittington,
Lord Lfeiyor of London I
Chanting through the deepest dusk.
They ring your bright renown...,.
And though my steps were stumbling back,
I laugh and buckle on my pack,
And turn again, and take again
The road to London Town
I
Did you find them all right? Quirky, traipsing, sudden sweet,
Amber Eye?
Oh, how I wish you might hear her, for she reads prettily, wittily
charmingly,
Nancy Byrd Turner says that her first poem was written at the age
of four. She has been making them ever since. One morning she was mixing
bread when the postman left a letter. In it she found her first check. She
smeared it with flour and grease in her great excitement, but it was worth
good money I Her father, who was an Episcopal clergyman, carried a copy of
the Smart Set magazine in his satchel. It is amusing to conceive his in-
nocent pride as he showed his daughter's poems to some of his parishioners.
Miss Turner admits with a twinkle that "it was not a magazine for the



Reverend Byrd Thornton Turner to have in his bag."
Miss Turner divides her tiroe between Washington and Boston. There
is a large statue of General George Washington sitting on his horse in the
Boston Public Gardens. Miss Turner did not have peace of mind until she
eventually figured that General George Washington was actually facing in
the direction of his beloved Virginia. In one of her adult books, she has
written a short poem about this very incident.
Nancy Byrd Turner is small in appearance. One might say that she
is almost mouse-like, gray haired, modest, c^uiet. It is only when one is
fortunate enough to talk with her that the mouse quality scurried away, and
one finds instead, an alert, surprisingly quick gray squirrel! She says
things in an unusual way. In fact, I once told her that I always thought
of her as the poet with the surprise endings. If you desire further proof,
get her adult book called A Riband on m^ Rein from the library.
Perhaps you have already discovered that Mss Turner has a fas-
cinating rhythm to her poetry. This is very evident in the Spring V/ind
,
in
the Buccaneer
,
but observe it in every line in this imaginative winter pic-
ture poem.
An Oversight ^
Jack Frost came over the hill one day,
Tickety-tickety-tick.
And summoned the little elves from their play,
Glickety-clickety-click.
He said, "You scalawags, listen to me -
I thought you had painted the very last tree.
But now a maple I've seen that you left stark green.
Now get out your paints right quick."
Each elf boy scampered for pail and brush,
Flippi ty-flippi ty-flap
;
They worked with a will and they worked with a rush,
Clippi ty- clipp ity-clap.
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Crimson and yellow and brown they spattered,
Gold and scarlet and bronze they scattered,
Till that gay tree (so a bird told me)
Was the
finest tree
on
the
map!
Did you ever wish a certain thing with your whole heart, dream
your wish over and over again, wonder if it would ever, ever, ever, come
true? Do not give up hoping, for Nancy Byrd Turner once longed to go to
England. She wanted to see with her own eyes what she had heard about from
the lips of others, what she had read about from the lips of others. She
wished so hard and so long that she wrote a poem. It is, I think, her most
famous poem, although she did write one called The Ballad of Lucky Lind-
bergh which is also a great favorite. Going Up to London is so sincere, so
simply, beautifully written that I*m including every line. I have pre-
viously given the name of her poetry book for adults; can you find it in
this poem?
Going Up to London
"As I went up to London,"
I heard a stranger say -
Going up to London
In such a casual way
I
He turned the magic phrase
That has haunted all my days
As though it were a common thing
For careless lips to say.
As he went up to London -
1*11 wager many a crown
He never saw the road that I
Shall take to London townl
When I go up to London
'Twill be in April weather.
I'll have a riband on my rein
And flaunt a scarlet feather;
The broom will toss its brush for me;
Two blackbirds and a thrush will be
c
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Assembled in a bush for me
And sing a song together.
And all the blossomy hedgerows
Will shake their hawthorn down
As I go riding, riding
Up to London town.
Halting on a tall hill
Pied with purple flowers,
Twenty turrets I shall count,
And twice as many towers;
Count them on my finger-tips
As I used to do,
And half a hundred spires
Pricking toward the blue.
There will be a glass dome
And a roof of gold,
And a latticed window high
Tilting toward the western sky.
As I knew of old.
London, London,
They counted me a fool -
I could draw your skyline plain
Before I went to school
I
Riding, riding downward
By many a silver ridge
And many a slope of amethyst,
1*11 come to London Bridge -
London Bridge flung wide for me,
Horses dravm aside for me,
Thames my amber looking-glass
As I proudly pass;
Lords and flunkies, dukes and dames
Country folk with comely names
Wondering at my steadfast face.
Beggars curtsying,
Footmen falling back a space -
I would scarcely stay my pace
If I met the King'.
If I met the King himself
He'd smile beneath his frown:
"^Yho is this comes traveling up
So light to London town?'*
Riding, riding eagerly.
Thrusting through the throng
(Traveling light, Your Majesty,
Because the way was long).
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1*11 hurry fast to London gate
(The way was long, and I am late)
1*11 come at last to London gate,
Singing me a song -
Some old rime of ancient time
vThen wondrous things befell.
And there the boys and girls at play.
Understanding well,
Quick will hail me, clear and sweet.
Crowding, crowding after;
Every little crooked street
Will echo to their laughter;
Lilting, as they mark my look.
Chanting, two and two.
Dreamed it, dreamed it in a dream
And waked and found it true!
Sing, you rimes, and ring, you chimes,
And swing, you bells of Bowl
'JThen I go up to London
All the world shall knowl
Now comes the best part of the story. This poem was printed in a
magazine. Two sisters in Connecticut read it and said, "If anyone longs to
go to England that much, she must go." They communicated with Miss Turner,
invited her down to their home, and told her what they wished to do. Now
can you see why two lines in that poem are such wonderful ones?
"Dreamed it, dreamed it in a dream
And waked and found it true'."
And Nancy Byrd Turner soon sailed for England, and she returned
glad that her dream had come true.
Since Nancy Byrd Turner is the last of ray poets, I am going to
let her say goodnight. It is the last poem in Magpie Lane .
Candle Song
Bend, little flame!
Bend like a flower as I blow,
Tulip-colored and all aglow.
Nobody guesses the way you go,
Nor the way you came.
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Shine on the night.
Fair as a star your beauty gleams,
Clear and golden and dear and bright.
Lead me to bed, it is time for dreams -
Shine, little light
I
The following books were written by Nancy Byrd Turner.
For Children
Adventures of Ray Coon Prose
Ray Coon to the Rescue Prose
Magpie Lane Poetry
In the Days of Young Washington Prose
For Adults
A Riband on my Rein Poetry
The Mother of Washington Prose
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CHAPTER VII.
SUGGESTIONS FOE ifflOUSMG INTEREST IN POETRY
Presenting a_ Poem
Presenting poems to children may be a dull experience, it may be
only a meaningless memory drill. The beauty of the poems themselves might
also carry with them the skills to teach them; but somehow, some of us miss
the joy of creative work. Poetry teaching cannot be accidental; it requires
careful planning and keen personal appreciation on the part of the teacher
before she attempts to make it live in the hearts and minds of children.
Those of us who wish to be told just how some others go about presenting
poems and developing a love for them, may welcome the following flexible,
yet rather formal plan for teaching a poem.
1. Teacher *s introduction to the children
Purpose of the introduction is to arouse interest; to prepare
the class to listen.
In winter many of you like to go ice-skating on the
playground or on a pond in your neighborhood. In the
spring and summer many of you like to go
,
(Let children supply the words roller skating .)
2. Motive question
The purpose of the motive question is to guide the children*
s
thinking; to give them something definite to find out.
I am going to read you a short poem by Nancy Byrd Turner.
See if you can tell which kind of skating she is talking
about. Be sure you are right.
3. Oral reading of the entire poem by the teacher.
The teacher is presumably a good oral reader, and her purpose
should be to give the children pleasure.
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Wings and Wheels
Ahoy and ahoy, birds I
We cannot have wings
And feathers and things,
But dashing on wheels
With the wind at our heels
Is almost like flying -
Such joy, birds!
Oho and oho, birdsl
Of course we can*t rise
Up and up to the skies;
But skimming and sliding
On rollers, and gliding,
Is almost as jolly.
You know, birdsl
The teacher may check on the motive question to be sure
the children understand.
Perhaps she will get two answers similar to these.
Ice skates do not have wheels.
The poem said skating on rollers. That means roller
skates
.
A teacher never can tell beforehand what the outcomes may be.
Some child may want to turn this spring- summer poem into a winter poem, or
the teacher herself may suggest this. Let us suppose the teacher says:
Read the first seven lines again. 7/hat word needs to be changed?
Child. Wheels.
Teacher. Can you think of a word that rimes with wheels? Ice
G. Steel.
T. V/hat would be a simple way to fix the word in the next line?
C. Cross out the s. Say heel.
T. Will someone read the first stanza for us,
changes we have made?
and use the
Child reads. Ahoy and ahoy birdsl
We cannot have wings
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And feathers and things,
But dashing on steel,
With the wind at our heel
Is almost like flying -
Such joy, birds
I
Child. There is another word in the second stanza that should be
changed. It's rollers .
Teacher. What word can anyone substitute for rollers?
C. Ice skates.
T. Yes, that would go.
C. Steel.
T. That would fit, too, but we*ve already used that word once.
C. I can think of a word that begins with _r.
C. Is it rudders?
G. Yes, that's it.
T. Which do you think is the best word siiggested? V/hy?
(A discussion should be guided by the teacher.)
T. Since your word was suggested, Paul, suppose you read the
second stanza.
Oho and oho, birds
I
Of course we can't rise
Up and up to the skies;
But skimQiing and sliding
On rudders, and gliding
Is almost as jolly.
You know, birds
T. This time, close your eyes. See the pictures, hear the words
as I read the original poem. Perhaps you would like to tell
about the pictures or the words that you liked best.
T. Teacher reads entire poem again.
Now follows a sharing time . The children may express their
thoughts, their pictures. The more associations they receive,
the more they will remember and appreciate this poem, '//hen
they go roller skating or ice skating themselves, of course,
they are going to recall this poem.
€C
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T. I saw some of you moving your lips. You were saying some
of the words softly, I know. This time let us say the poem
together. Say it softly so you won't disturb anyone else
if you make a mistake.
The final rereading of the poem may be either by a good oral
reader or by the teacher.
Follow-up work is not always necessary, but, in general, it is
worthwhile.
Maybe someone can find a picture in a magazine that will
illustrate this poem.
Perhaps a few of you would like to make a picture of your
own.
V/ould some of you be interested in making a collection of
skating poems?
I am sure somebody will be able to say this poem all alone
tomorrow. You can find the book on the library table.
See, I am putting it there now.
John, you are such a neat writer, will you make me a copy
of the changes we made? I want to save it to give to
another class.
Note . It is best to have hectograph copies to give to the
class, or to have the poem copied on the blackboard underneath
a curtain. Occasionally some poems may be presented without
being read by the children. All poems should not be learned
I
Frequent rereading of poems, poetry games - make poetry learn-
ing joy instead of pain. Those of us who lived in church on
Sundays when we were small, can surprise even ourselves by
the number of hymns that we recall. "le did not sit down and
learn them by heart. V/e learned them by looking at them in
church, singing them, over and over again. It*s the same
with poetry!
€
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Riming Experiments In State Teachers College
"I Want to be Book"
I want to be a trainman
In a uniform of blue.
I want to call out stations
The way the trainmen do.
I*ve practiced every morning
For about an hour or so,
And Mummy says I say my words
So plain that all will know.
But now that I am ready,
I must wait for me to growl
One night, in bed, I thought of the idea and the title - I V/ANT
TO BE . Next day I told the girls about the plan and asked them to be
ready to tell what they wished to be. This was fun, and we quickly collec-
ted a variety of professions and occupations. I had them copy my rime, "I
Want to be a Trainman", for I wanted them to study the rhythm, the number of
lines, etc. The next few class lessons were devoted to writing, riming,
crossing out, discarding, listening, rewriting. The students who were able
to write easily, helped the ones who were not, by suggesting new rime schemes
and smoothing rough places, I went about the room and helped only when re-
quested. The illustrating of tne poems was a natural outgrowth. The art
teacher gave the class a few lessons on stick figure drawing. To keep the
interest of the class, I, who cannot draw, wrote a rime for the art teacher,
who cannot make verses. She in turn illustrated both of the rimes: The
Trainman and the Fireman . Several of the girls tried to write music, but,
in the opinion of the music supervisor, only one student was successful.
This girl created two pretty tunes, and it was pleasure for the class to
sing many of the rimes to this music. I felt that the experiment was worth-
while. It gave pleasure, it developed a feeling for rhythm, it integrated
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riming, drawing, music, and penmanship. The rhymes following are not
poetry, but certainly some poetry began with the making of rimes and jingles
I want to be a teacher
In a class room all the day.
I'd teach my pupils hov/ to read
I'd also let them play.
We'd count and sing and learn to write.
The hours would quickly go.
I'd never keep them after school
Unless to help, you know.
I want to be a teacher
That's why I study sol -Catherine Hutch
I want to be an engineer
And operate a train.
I want to carry passengers
In sunshine and in rain.
At every single station
1^ whistle I shall blow,
And Mummy will be there
To wave, when I go by, I knowl
I want to be an engineer, but
Oh, how slow I growl -Daisy Erickson
I want to be a broadcaster
And have a microphone.
I want to have my voice ring out,
And have my name well known.
I'll tell about the baseball games,
I'll give the latest news.
I'll advertise good things to eat.
And little children's shoes.
I'm sure that when I am a man
This is the work I'll choose. -Evelyn O'Malley
I'd like to be a janitor
And wear some overalls.
I'd like to have a great big broom
And sweep clean all the halls.
I'd say "hello" to girls and boys.
And I'd be very kind.
I'd dust, but never make a noise,-
(The teacher wouldn't mind.)
But I'm afraid I'll have to wait
Because I'm only eight I -Thelma Salzgeber
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A Poem from a Fairy Story
In our story-telling course we learned "The True Princess" using
the recreative method of story-telling as taught by Miss Azubah J, Latham,
formerly professor at Teachers College, Columbia, 'fie decided it would give
us excellent practice if we turned Hans Andersen's story into rime form,
keeping as many of the original words and ideas as was possible. This is
the result.
The Real Princess
Once on a time a prince wished to wed
A beautiful princess. "I must hasten," he said.
Through his father's wide kingdom he searched, but in vain.
Undaunted he set out to travel again.
Through the neighboring kingdoms the anxious prince sought,
Finding princesses enough but no real one he thought.
He returned to his home, sad at heart and distraught.
One night as the king, queen, and prince sat alone,
A great storm arose with a howl and a moan.
It thundered, it lightened, it started to pour,
\Vhen out of the rumble,- a knock at the door'.
The old king slowly arose from his chair.
And went to the door to see who was there;
A maiden he found with wet dripping hair.
The king only stared while she said with a sigh,
"I am a true princess." He did not reply.
"We'll see about this," the queen muttered low
As to the bedchamber she sped on tip-toe.
She threw all the bedclothes away from the bed.
•^I'll place on the bedstead a dried pea," she said,
"A test for the maiden my son is to wed."
Then she placed twenty mattresses and then twenty more,
On which the true princess slept high from the floor.
Next morning the queen asked, "Did you sleep the night through?"
"Oh no," said the princess, "I am all black and blue.
The truth to tell is, I slept badly indeed."
And if we were present, we should have agreed
That the scheming old queen hadn't failed in her deed.
That she was a princess, now everyone knew,
For, who but a princess could feel something through
Twenty eiderdown beds and mattresses high,
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Tiniicli' caused her to wake with a pitiful sigh?
So the prince and the princess, without much delay,
Said one to the other, "We* 11 marry to-day."
And so they were wedded and went far away.
Then to a museum the famed pea was lent
By the prince and the princess who gave their consent.
So now, if you travel that way you may see
The actual relic, that small, hard, dry pea.
Of tne prince, who once sought for a maid to adore.
Of the princess, whose sensitive skin was so sore,
I cannot tell further for I know no more.
Comparing the rhyme form with the story itself is the only true
way to judge the value of this rhyming experience.
The Real Princess
Once upon a time there was a prince who wanted to marry a real
princess; so he traveled through his father's kingdom, but in vain. Then he
traveled through all the neighboring kingdoms searching far and wide, find-
ing princesses enough, but never a real princess; so he came home, sad at
heart
.
One night as the king and the queen and the prince were sitting
together in the palace, a great storm arose. It thundered, it lightened,
and the rain came down in torrents.
Suddenly, there came a knock at the old palace gate. The old king
went out to see who might be there. But what was his surprise to find a
real princess; at least she said she was a real princess, but she didn't
look like one. Her hair was streaming down over her shoulders, and the rain
was dripping from the ends of it into the soles of her shoes and out again
through the heels; but, she said, she was a real princess.
"We shall soon see about this," muttered the old queen. So she
went into the bedchamber, and took off all the clothes. On the floor of the
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bedstead she placed one little, hard, dry pea. Then she piled twenty
mattresses on the bed, and twenty more eiderdown beds. Way up there the
princess was to sleep.
Next morning they asked her how she slept.
"Oh, very badly, indeed. There was something hard in the bed
which made me black and blue all over." Then they knew she must be a real
princess, for through all those twenty mattresses and those twenty eiderdown
beds she had felt that one little, hard, dry, pea. No one but a real prin-
cess could have a skin so sensitive.
So the prince married the princess, and they lived happily ever
after. The pea was placed in a museum, where it is to this day if someone
hasn't stolen it.
Now, mark you, this is a true story
I
Hans Christian Andersen
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More Poetry Opportunities
1. Make a class poetry book.
This may arouse interest in collecting, copying, writing,
illustrating, etc. It is a book to leave for the next
class to enjoy,
2, Make individual poetry books of favorite subjects.
This piece of work gives a great deal of pleasure. All
sorts of subjects are chosen. Dog books, cat books, bird
books, airplane books. Many kinds can be made.
S. Make a small poetry book for some child who is ill, as a surprise
for the art or music teacher, or for children in another
grade. The joy of making something for someone else as a
surprise gives the class and the teacher inspirational motivation.
4, Allow the children to illustrate poems, to set them to music,
to make other poems like than. These are natural outgrowths
and should be encouraged.
5. Introduce a Bring-Your-Own-Poem-to-School Day,
A child may choose a favorite poem from a book that he owns,
from a magazine that he takes; he may borrow a book from
the library, or he may copy a poem to read.
The teacher will not insist that each child has a poem and
that each child reads it on that particular day. It will
be more or less voluntary on the part of the children with
appreciation and understanding contributed by the teacher,
6. Have as assembly poetry program. Let the children help in
planning it.
7, Realize the value of the love of poetry in teaching oral reading.
Have the children form certain oral reading standards.
Check these standards often.
Above all, heed the most important twol
READ SLOWLY
1
READ CIEARLY:
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Three Assembly Programs
A Play for Any Day
I
Leader. Children's books have never been so lovely or amusing.
To go into a bookshop now is really most confusing.
Such rows of colored Buy-Me-Books , I stand there still, perusing.
I dare not buy one book at all, the others seem accusing.
Why once I heard a Book-Folk say "Buy me, there's no refusing."
Now listen to our program, and see which book you'll be choosingl
We are going to tell about one writer of children's books.
Her name is -
1st Child. Rachel.
2nd Child. Lyman.
3rd Child. Field.
Leader. We have chosen her because she has -
1st Child. Books for little children.
End Child. Books for middle-sized children.
3rd Child. Books for grown-up children.
1st Child. She is the very first woman to have won the John Newbery medal
for the best children's book of 1930.
End Child. Hitty, her first hundred years, is the name of the prize book.
3rd Child. It's the story of a little wooden doll (about this tall) who has
many thrilling adventures.
1st Child. Rachel Field has more than one talent for she writes poems -
End Child. Plays and stories.
3rd Child. She has also illustrated some of her own books.
Leader. Today, then, we have named Rachel Field Day
I
4th Child. Aja Alphabet Book for Girls and Boys
Can be tucked in a stocking beside Christmas toys I
5th Child. A Little Book of Days
,
I praise.
To buy a GOOD book, always pays
I
6th Child. Taxis and Toadstools . Shall I explain?
Taxis, New York, Toadstools, Mainel
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7th Child. The Pointed People . Should you like to hear a very short poem?
One I think is dear.
Isn*t it strange some people make
You feel so tired inside,
Your thoughts begin to shrivel up
Like leaves all brown and dried.
But when you* re with some other ones,
It's stranger still to find
Your thoughts as thick as fireflies
All shiny in your mind
I
Leader. We mustn't tell you any more for fast goes the time.
But every book we've mentioned has each one been in rime!
8th Child. Eliza and the Blves means magic in the air.
Be sure you truly notice how Eliza wears her hair.
9th Child. The I^fegic Pawnshop
,
I've read more than twice
The reason is easy-because it's so nice
I
10th Chi Id. Littie Dog Toby , a boy would read -
A little boy just about eight.
11th Chi Id. Polly Patchwork a girl would like.
She'd think the story great.
12th Chi Id. Pocket Handkerchief Park boys and girls would admire.
15th Chi Id.The same with Hitty , too.
14th Child. '^ile Calico Bush , I'm very sure would be liked by all of YOU!
Leader. On a table in our room
(You may come and look)
You may read a page or two
From an R. F. Book!
All this week the books will be
In our room for you to see.
You may not have co\inted. We'll say their names again.
But don't you think it's marvelous to have written more than ten?
4th Chi Id . An Alphabet Book for Boys and Girls .
5th Child. A Little Book of Days .
6th Child. Taxis and Toadstools .
7th Child, illiza and the Elves.
1-
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8th Child. The Pointed People .
9th Child. The jViagic Pavmshop .
10th Child. Little Dog Toby .
11th Chi Id
.
Polly Patchwork .
12th Child. Pocket Handkerchief Park .
13th Child.Hitty.
14th Child. Calico Bush.
e
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Here is a suggestion for learning a poem by a game.
A Small Play for Small People
for Grades 3-4
Characters:
5 children.
Properties:
1 copy of Silver Pennies .
4 eye masks for 4 boys.
(Ned, a small boy, is sitting curled up in a large chair with
a book ( Silver Pennies ) in his hand. His whole attitude sug-
gests weariness.)
Ned, (slowly) I*m growing worse, I'm growing worse
1*11 never be able to learn this verse.
I'll never be able to learn it tonight,
.What if the teacher says, "Ned, recite."
(Four children enter and say chantingly as they march into
the room.
)
He's growing worse, he's growing worse.
He'll never be able to learn his verse.
He'll never be able to learn it tonight,
'.^at if the teacher says, "lied, recite."
Ned. (looking up) I say what's up? 'Vho are you, and what do you do?
(The tallest child who is the leader of the group speaks.)
Leader. ^Ihat do we do? What do we do?
We help little boys just like you -
l?/hat is the name of this verse you can't learn?
Ned. The poem is called "The Little Turtle."
(The leader goes over to look at Ned's book.)
Leader. You only have to learn this first verse?
Ned. That's all for tonight.
Leader. (Talking to the three other masked children.)
1c
<
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Way this is easy men. Be quiet; close your eyes. See the pictures.
Listen to the important words. I will read it to you.
(Leader reads entire poem slowly and with good expression.)
There was a little turtle.
He lived in a box.
He swam in a puddle.
He climbed on the rocks.
He snapped at a mosquito.
He snapped at a flea.
He snapped at a minnow.
And he snapped at me.
He caught the mosquito.
He caught the flea.
He caught the minnow.
But he didn't catch me.
Vachel Lindsay.
Leader. Now, Ned, you stand in the middle of our circle. We'll make a
regular game out of this homework.
(Ned goes in the middle while the "men" make a circle about
him.
)
Leader, I'm going to take one last look, (He looks, tiien closes book,)
Now I'll try to say it,
(Leader recites first verse correctly,)
There was a little turtle.
He lived in a box.
He swam in a puddle.
He climbed on the rocks.
Now, let's all say it together,
(They repeat the verse.
)
Ned, Wait a minute. I think I can say it, too.
(Ned stands in the center and says the verse perfectly.
)
One masked face speaks. I think I can say the second verse.
Leader. Go ahead, perhaps you can.
One masked face recites second verse.
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He snapped at a mosquito.
He snapped at a flea.
Everyone joins in - He snapped at a minnow.
And he snapped at me.
Ned. (interrupting) Why this poem has a real swing to it,- a rhythm,
I think my teacher called it.
Leader. I should say it has. Want to see what we can do with your poem,
Ned?
Ned. (enthusiastically) Yes, YesI
Leader. Listen men, do you know this old tune?
(He commences to hum "Turkey in the Straw".)
All right, let's sing it. V^atch me if you forget.
(They all sing.) (Note: Last verse must be sung twice in
order to complete the music of "Turker in the Straw".)
Ned. Oh, let's sing it again. This is fun. (They sing.)
Leader. Now that we've sung to you Ned. Do you think you could say all of
it to us?
Ned. Oh, I think so.
(Ned recites the entire poem.
)
I know every line, and I'll never forget it thanks to you all. It's
just as easy to learn all of that short poem as it is to memorize
one stanza. Playing poetry games is a good way to learn. Thank
you all
I
Leader. Listen, Ned, I've made a rime for you.
(Leader sings, to the tune of "Turkey in the Straw".)
Oh, there was a little boy
And his name was Ned,
And he couldn't learn verses
That's what he said.
(Helpers join in singing with the leader.)
But the Helpers came a-helping.
My, you ought to hear him now.
And the secret of it all is -
Just Knowing Howl
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Four Men.Goodby, Ned. Goodluck tomorrow.
(Run off of the stage.)
Ned* I wonder if I can really say it all alone without any helpersi
He could!
(Curtain)
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This is a simple play to be given in November during Good Book
Week.
Purpose: To acquaint the children and teachers and parents in
the audience with the names of some good books for
children and one or two facts about the authors.
Twenty-one children are needed.
Ten flash cards are necessary. The teacher could make these
herself on oak tag. The cards could be saved and used for
reading purposes afterwards or previous to the time that this
exercise is to be given.
This would be suitable for grades 3 or 4.
Leader. We are going to introduce to you,
Some children* s authors old and new.
Some you will know; some will be strange.
It is good we think to have a change.
Here is a hint; better take it because
You may want a book from Santa Glaus
I
Boy.
Girl.
Boy.
I*m an old friend, I*m easy to guess.% initials you know; they* re S^
When I was this small, I never was well
So Cummie had many stories to tell.
Then when I grew up, I vrrote stories, too
Some for grown ups; and others for you.
How many can guess R. L. S.?
I*m a new friend; I write about Pooh,
And Piglet and Eyeore and Mward Bear, too.
And Christopher Robin - is he strange to you?
I hope you like Christopher Robin. I do!
Wynken
,
Blinken
,
and Nod one night
Sailed off in a wooden shoe.
Sailed on a river of crystal light
Into a sea of dew.
Time was when the little toy dog was new
And the soldier was passing fair.
And that was the time when our little Boy Blue
Kissed them and put them there."
Both of these poems I wrote for you
And other children to share.
Girl. "The owl and the pussy cat." I wrote
And The Jumblies who went to sea
t
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Out to sea in a sieve for a boat.
Does anyone here know me?
Boy. I*m the author of Hitty , I like dogs and cats
And houses as old as can be,
And Grandfather clocks, and rugged Lfeine rocks
And the smell of a salty sea.
The country I love, and the city more,-
The buildings stretching so high.
And the noise of a hundred taxis that roar
As they go whizzing by.
Little Dog Toby I wrote about and Folly Patchwork , too
Taxis and Toadstools without a doubt all were written for you
I
Girl. I write about the fairies
The lovely queens and kings.
And all their fairy babies
Who have tiny teeny wings,
I write about the fairies
^Tho are hiding everywhere.
I play a little game, it's called,
"Oh, Fairy. Are you there?**
Boy. You may not know my name, *tis true.
But my books are known by most of you.
The Twin Books
,
French and Eskimo
The Dutch Twins I am sure you know.
Italian, French, and Japanese
(Surely you have read all these?)
They're used in schools quite frequently.
You nod your heads; so you agree?
Girl. I'm new, I am, but children say
They want more stories every day.
The Skin Horse and The Wooden Doll
(Poor Rose she had a fearful fall.
)
I v/rote those two and yes, some more.
Just look for them in your bookstore.
Boy. Once 1 lived in Boston right on Beacon Hill.
Should you go to visit you'd find my house there still.
The boys like John of the Woods
While the girls like The Lone some st Doll .
In the Days of the Giants is popular , too.
And oh, that isn't all.
There are books of poems, but no more clues
I
Which one of my books do you think you'd choose?
Girl. Doctor Doolittle books by me
Also Porridge Poetry
W initials I will tell
First one H, last one L»
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Leader. Now we* re ready for the game.
To guess correctly is your aim.
Do you know this author's name?
(Directions to the teacher) . Each child in turn says the words
that are underlined. Ten other children give the answers.
Example: Child No. 1 says, B. L. S.
Child No. 2 says, Christopher Robin
1. Child who answers. Robert Louis Stevenson. He wrote, No, 1 says,
"A Child's Garden of Verses."
2. A. A. Milne wrote "Now We Are Six", "The House at Pooh Corner" and
other good books. Christopher Robin is his little boy.
3. Everybody knows Eugene Field.
4. Edward Lear wrote funny rhymes for children. I like "The Table and
the Chair". He illustrated his own books, too.
5. Rachel Field spends part of the year in New York and part in Maine.
She writes stories, plays, and poems. Sometimes she draws her own
pictures, too. She has a nice voice and a nice smilel
6. Rose Fyleman is an English author. She and A. A. ttllne sometimes
write for the same magazine. She visited Boston during Good Book
Week in 1929, Rose Fyleman writes lovely poems about fairies,
7. Everyone knows Lucy Fitch Perkins. I read "The Dutch Twins" primer
in the first grade. I've been reading her books ever since. She
illustrates her books also,
8. Margery Bianco is a new author. She sometimes writes stories for
the Goodhousekeeping magazine. Pamela Bianco has illustrated "The
Little ?/ooden Doll," which is a story for girls that her mother
wrote
,
9. Abbie Farwell Brown lived and died in Boston. She was very kind to
the children in Boston. Her books are favorites all the time.
10. Hugh Lofting is the author of the Doctor Doolittle books. He draws
his own pictures. Isn't it strange that so many of these authors
know how to draw, too?
Leader. Wouldn't you like to reach each one?
Reading names is lots of fun.
1. Robert Louis Stevenson
2, A. A. mine
5. Eugene Field
4. Edward Lear
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5. Rachel Field
6. Rose Fyleman
7. Lucy Fitch Perkins
8. Margery Bianco
9. Abbie Farwell Brown
10. Hugh Lofting
Leader, Now this is a surprise, sh, sh.
If you'll really use your eyes, sh, sh.
Next week on your own library table,
You may read these books (if you are able
All your teachers said they'd try
To get them for you. Goodluck, Goodbye I
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A Book Week Play-
Grades 3-4
Leader. Book Week comes once every year in November.
The next month brings Christmas and Presents . Remember?
So we've chosen, today, to present a preview
Of young children's books, some familiar, some new
I
1st Child. Once upon a time there was a very old man and a very old
woman. They lived in a very old house all covered with
flowers except where the door was. But they were very,
very, lonely.
"If we only had a cat," sighed the very old woman.
"A cat?" asked the very old man. "I will get you a cat,
my dear." So he set off. He found hundreds of cats,
thousands of cats, millions and trillions and billions of
cats.
If you want to know what happened next, you will have to go to
the library and find the book Millions of Cats by Wanda Gag.
She has written Snippy and Snappy , the tale of two field mice.
Her latest book is called the A. B. C. Bunny Book . 7/hy don't
you read one of these stories to your little brother or sister
or friend?
2nd Child. Marjorie Bianco, the author of The Skin Horse and The Velveteen
Rabbit has written many delightful stories for children, seme
of which have already appeared in the Goodhousekeeping
. Listen
to the beginning of The Velveteen Rabbit .
{Reads or tells first paragraph.)
There was once a velveteen rabbit, and in the beginning
he was really splendid. He was fat and bunchy, as a rabbit
should be; his coat was spotted brown and whitej he had
real thread whiskers, and his ears were lined with pink
sateen. On Christmas morning, when he sat wedged in the
top of the Boy's stocking, with a sprig of holly between
his paws, the effect was charming.
Do you see now why it's a good Christmas book?
3rd Child. Many children, yes, they do
Like poetry, I'm sure it's true.
Ivliay we read some poems to you?
4th Child. You know my author.
( Says Happiness
.
)
He is the father of Christopher Robin.
1t
t
-
f
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4th. Child, Happiness
John had
Great Big
?/aterproof
Boots on;
John had a
Great Big
Waterproof
Hat;
John had a
Great Big
Waterproof
Mackintosh
And that
(Said John)
Is
That.
5th Child, }J!y author is an English person, too. Her name is Florence
Hoatson. This is one of my favorite short poems.
(Reads Yellow
.
)
Of all the colours God has made
I love the pretty yellow shade -
The colour of canaries* wings,
Of baby ducks, and fluffy things;
I think He must have spilt the sun
Upon the darlings, every one
I
6th Child. Uty author cones from England, also. She visited America not
long ago. Her name is Rose Fyleman. Bingo is the name of a
little dog. Does some member of your family ever feel the
way Daddy does in this poem?
(Reads Bingo and Daddy. )
Bingo's fond of lying
Stretched on Daddy's chest;
',Vhen he's reading in his chair
Bingo likes to settle there
To rest.
Daddy says, "You rascal,
Where will you be next?"
But if he jumps on Mummy's knee
Daddy's just a little wee
Bit vexed.
7th Child. My author is an American. Her name is Lysbeth Borie. She
wrote the poem that I am going to tell you for her little
son, Peter.
(Reads Little Clean Boy
.
)

Tf^tien I am clean
I'm "Darling Petey"
No one is neater
Or Sweeter
Than me.
'.Then I am dirty
I'm "Henry Peter"
And sometimes
"Henry Peter
Borie"!
8th Child, author is an American. She went to school in Stoclcbridge,
Springfield, and Cambridge. She lives in New York in the
winter, in IvSaine in the summer.
Can you tell of which please she was thinking when she wrote
this poem? You don't know her name? '.Vhy it's Rachel Field I
(Reads This Is The Place
.
)
This is the place where hills loom far,
^There the scattered farms and islands are.
And all the marching trees;
Where fields lie sunny and roads twist brown;
Where the wharves are listing and tumble-down
With salt tides round their knees.
This is the place where orchard boughs
Are seaward crooked, and from each square house
Wood- smoke climbs the skies;
V/here old farm wagons are painted blue,
Where every sail has a patch or two,
And the windows shine like eyes.
9th Child. My author is an American, She has the name of a famous living
explorer. She spends her time living in Virginia and Boston.
Her name is Nancy Byrd Turner. I am going to read you one of
her poems that I like.
(Reads The Ordinary Dog
.
)
When Brother takes me walking
I cry, "Oh, hip, hooray
I
We're sure to see the jolly pup
That joins us e-very dayl"
His ears are raggy-shaggy;
His coat's a dusty brown;
He meets me like a cannon ball
And nearly knocks me dovm.
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He tells me all his secrets,
With, joyful jvimpings-up.
I wish the pompous Pekinese
Could know the Jolly Pup I
Leader. Now why not ask your teacher
To read a book to you?
Or why not go to the library?
That's what I should do
I
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I cannot leave you without including an essay called
IJSy Dream Course In Poetry
I have always longed for a course in poetry, an enjoyment coirse,
devoid of examination, or recitation, or imitation by request. Such a courso
does not exist, so far as I am able to discover. Once I "screwed" up enough
courage to suggest this type of course to a professor who I believe could
give this sort of course admirably, but the idea still remains in the bud.
"It wouldn't be practical," he says. Still I'm not convinced, and still the
notion exists in my mind. Some day I may be able to find a course of this
kind.
This is the way it would read in the catalogue to inveigle me into
signing the yellow card and bidding goodbye to $10 or $20.
Poetry, both old and new.
Requirement. Interest.
Class work. Volunteering. Positively nobody to be called on.
Course continues through second semester. First time ever given.
I expect after the "ahs" escaped me, the doubts would begin to
arrive. You know the doubt family?
"There's a catch somewhere."
"Volunteers only. That means one or two will do ALL the talking."
"I bet therein be a long term paper."
But with a swoop of my brain-broom, I*d brush the doubt family
aside, take my pen in hand, and register!
At this minute some practical minded folks are thinking. "So far,
all right, but what next?"
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"All right," I answer, '^let's continue," Did you ever play the
game of pretend? We're going to play it right now.
Let's pretend that this very course is to be given here at a
nearby college this summer. You know the heat of summer school. You know
how sleepy you feel when you're bending over a musty book in the teacher's
room of the public library, I don't need to tell YOU, for YOU KNOW!
This professor of ours has chosen for today cool poems, poems
about the sea, about ships, about captains. He has plenty of material at
hand. He isn't worrying about running short. He isn't trying to "just take
up time," He is vitally interested in sharing with his group - sea poems I
He reads well, too. He is natural, easy; he doesn't hurry. He is familiar
with his choice of poems so that he is able to look at individuals. Occa-
sionally he suggests, "Why not close your eyes while I read? It will rest
your eyes and you will be able to see the pictures better. Try it and see."
He isn't upset if some poor teacher actually snatches a few minute's sleep.
He's done the same thing himself in church, and he understands how exhausted
people sometimes get. He is primarily concerned in sharing poetry with
others.
Ylhen he finishes a poem, he doesn't pounce upon an unsuspecting
person and say, "7/hat picture do you like best, Ivlr. Smith?" He knows that
the friendly, quiet, relaxed atmosphere would be immediately changed. With
the calling on Mc» Smith all the others would begin to think "I'll be the
next." "Gracious, I didn't care for that poem." "I wonder just what the
professor wants me to say." He doesn't tear down by this one question what
he has begun to build up. Quite casually he says, "This poem I am going to
read to you now reminds me of an experience." He relates the experience in
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a simple, personal way. Then he asks, "Is there anyone here who thought of
an experience of his own? Perhaps someone will be willing to share it with
us." And somebody volunteers. He tells his experience of his own accord.
He hasn*t been asked to tell; he's been invited to, if he wishes; that makes
all the difference.
The professor doesn't see anything unusual about a person's volun-
teering. He knew it would happen sometime. He asks again if someone has
anything to add. If no one has; if the group has grown shy again, he isn't
disturbed. He remembers that poetry is difficult. He realizes that some
thoughts cannot be always shared with others. So he goes on with his read-
ing. He comes to a new poem. He gives a short introduction. Then he gives
a motive question. He believes that a motive question is generally useful.
Because it gives the listener something definite to answer. It guides his
thought. The professor says, "This poem has always puzzled me. I'm not
q.uite sure what the author means. Each time I seem to get a new thought.
I wonder if some of you will help me. I'll read it anyv/ay, and if you will
tell me what you think, perhaps we can all get a clearer conception and un-
derstanding of the poem." He is really sincere about not understanding the
poem. He is not deliberately baiting people. He tells his idea, and others
in the group give their ideas. Someone else asks him to read it over again.
He does so, and he is secretly happy that someone has asked to have a poem
read over again, because someone has been interested.
The period is almost over. The professor in spite of his easy-
going way is keen, very keen about being punctual. He knows that to let
his group out ON TIME is something that counts. He doesn't begin a long
poem and request his students to remain until he finishes. If he has to
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stop in the middle - he stops. He isn't in the least annoyed, for he can
begin it next week. He is well aware that there are some in his group who
must hasten to another class. Some who are eager to hurry to the library
to get a book out before someone else asks for it. He realizes that there
are such things as luncheon engagements. In other words the professor is
huraanl So he makes it a rule that he will never keep his class after the
bell rings. As for the assignment; there isn't any, not in the sense that
we know. He makes these few suggestions through his course. "You might
like to make a poetry book of your own. You might like to make it for a
friend. It's fun to look through magazines for illustrations. You'll see a
picture in The Saturday Evening Post perhaps, and instantly you'll say to
yourself, 'I know the poem that picture belongs to.' Try it and see."
He sometimes passes out a piece of paper and says, "You'll find
on this paper the names of the poems and the books from which they came.
These are the poems I read today. Perhaps you liked one especially well.
Maybe you will want to read it aloud. Poems are always better when they are
read aloud." Sometimes he encourages a person in the group. "I've been
trying my hand at writing verse; I wouldn't want to call it real poetry, and
I wonder if there is anybody in the class who is secretly having a try at it
If you ever want to smuggle any in to me, I'll keep it a secret, but I'll be
interested to read it. Just put it on my desk, or hand it to me after class
is over."
Somebody in the group raises her hand. The professor asks, "V/hat
is it?" A student says, "IvtLss Brown has made the most interesting sketch of
that poem you read during the period about the Old Wharves, I think she
might show it to us." And so Miss Brown at first is embarrassed, but she
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hands her drawing to the professor. He likes it. He shows it to the group.
The group approves. He doesn't scold. He doesn't say crossly, "You
shouldn't draw in class when I'm trying to read poetiy. He senses that Miss
Brown liked the poem about Old V/harves, liked it well enough to put her in-
terpretation on paper. For the second time he is glad.
He looks at his watch. The bell is about to ring in two minutes.
He makes his last remarks. Here they are. "Some of you may have a favorite
sea poem that I've not read today. Ifeybe you know a poem that I'm not fa-
miliar with. There are so many sea poems. If you have a special one in
mind, maybe you'd like to share it with us at the first part of our next
meeting." He lets those who want to read a poem, read it. He doesn't urge;
he never coaxes; he doesn't become angry if nobody volunteers. He is always
ready with his own work, and he has chosen for his next class, poems about
old farmhouses. He has his work to do. He is willing to do it, but he re-
members his real purpose in giving a course of this kind, is a sharing one.
By and by, he will have members of his group responding, anxious to respond.
These few will have partly eliminated the ogre, fear. They will talk in
class. They will discuss poems, and now and then the professor and his
group will have caught glimpses together of beauty in words, of beauty in
rhythm, of beauty in thought and feeling.
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SUM^^AEY
Svumnaries must be; so here is mine.
This thesis has aimed to arouse the teacher's interest in poetry
through a brief introduction to several authors and their poems. It is
hoped that not only the good old poetry but the good new poetry will be read
and enjoyed by the children. Certain definite suggestions are presented to
arouse interest and to increase pleasure. Last of all is added a dream
course in poetry to prepare Grown Ups who are not too grovm up for doing
this kind of inspirational work with children.
m
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YOUNG WINGS
{^^^\ With the Junior
Literary Guild
rO EverywhereTT
These gay pictures wbeb drawn by Arthur
Rackham for a new BomoN OF "The
Night Bbfore Christmas," published by
J. B. LlPPINCOTT
^ Merry Christmas, everyone! And
what a jolly Christmasy feeling it gives
us to know that boys and girls all over
the world are enjoying their Christ-
mas Junior Guild books and their
Christmas surprise packages. Some of
you will be hearing "Noel, Noel,"
some of you will be saying "Frohliche
Weinacht" but wherever you are, it is
Christmas and it is easy to understand
with so much Christmas in the air just
how glad Tiny Tim was when he said
"God bless us everyone."
4^ Young Wings itself is brimming
with Chrietmas spirit this month. First
of all, there is the cover which is taken
from a Christmas design drawn by a
Polish girl, Marya Werten, in the Inter-
national School of Art in Warsaw,
Poland, and printed in Italy. So it really
is a round-the-world cover for Young
Wings.
Then there is Angelo Patri's beau-
tiful story of the Christmas celebration
in Italy when he was a little boy. After
you have read Mr. Patri's story and
looked at the lovely pictures with it, you
will have a new idea of the meaning of
Christmas. These pictures are from The
Christ Child and it is interesting, too,
to know that before Maud and Miska
Petersham made them they went to
Palestine and the little town of Beth-
lehem to see just what the country was
like where the Christ Child was born.
And here is some special news.
Tell your mother and father that Mr.
Patri talks every Sunday and Thursday
evening at 8:45 o'clock over Station
WABC, Columbia Broadcasting System.
jd^ When your Editors wrote their
Christmas message for you which you
will find on page rwenty-three, they were
sorry there wasn't room for the Christ-
mas wishes that have come in for you
from your Junior Guild authors and
artists. Rachel Field, back from her
Maine island, came in to pay a Christ-
mas call on the Junior Guild, with
Trotty, her Scottish terrier, who looked
a bit as though he preferred sniffing
Maine pine cones and clam shells to
books!
Dorothy Lathrop sent a very gay
collection of Christmas cards she had
made in her Albany studio, and then
followed them with a visit. Arthur Ran-
some sent a special Christmas greeting
from England where he is busy working
on his new book about the intrepid
"Swallows and Amazons."
There are dozens of others, but
since there isn't any more space we
mustn't forget Jay Jee, who just popped
his head out of the manuscript cabinet
to shout "Merry Christmas, good things
are coming!"
Tht Junior Literary Guild is the Book Club for all boys and girls between the ages of six and
sixteen. With the yearly membership each member receives one new book_ever-^ month foi
—twelve hooks in all, and a copy of Young Wings with every he ' ' "
....
^^^^
r a year
these hooks are Helen Ferris, Carl Vtn Doren, Angelo Patri,
Mrs. Sidonie M.. Gruenberg,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
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Field, Rachel, "Pointed People," Yale University Press, 1924.
Field, Rachel, "Points East," Brewer and Warren, 1930.
Field, Rachel, "Polly Patchwork," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York, 1928.
Field, Rachel, "Taxis and Toadstools," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1928.
Fyleman, Rose, "Captain I/larwhopple ," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1932.
Fyleman, Rose, "Dolls' House," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York, 1931.
Fyleman, Rose, "Fairies and Chimneys," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1920.
Fyleman, Rose, "Fairies and Friends," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1925.
Fyleman, Rose, "Fairy Flute," George H. Doran Company, New York, 1923,
Fyleman, Rose, "Fairy Green," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York, 1923.
Fyleman, Rose, "Forty Good Morning Tales," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.
,
Garden City, New York, 1929,
Fyleman, Rose, "Forty Good Night Tales," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1929.
Fyleman, Rose, "Garland of Rose's," Methuen Company, London, 1930.
Fyleman, Rose, "Gay Go Up," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden City,
New York, 1930.
Fyleman, Rose, "Letty," George H. Doran Company, New York, 1927.
Fyleman, Rose, "Princess Comes to Our Town," Doubleday, Doran and Company,
Inc., Garden City, New York, 1928."
Fyleman, Rose, "Rainbow Cat," George H. Doran Company, New York, 1923.
Fyleman, Rose, "Rose Fyleman Fairy Book," George H. Doran Company, New York,
1923,
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Fyleman, Rose, "Tea Time Tales," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York, 1930.
Fyleman, Rose, "Twenty Tea Time Tales," Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1930.
Mahony, Bertha and VTliitney, E. , "Realms of Gold,"
Milne, A. A., "By Way of Introduction," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York,
1929.
Milne, A. A., "Christopher Robin Story Book," E. P. Dutton and Company, New
York, 1929.
MLlne , A. A., "Christopher Robin Verses," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York
1952.
Milne, A. A., "Fourteen Songs from TThen VJe Were Very Young," E. P. Dutton
and Company, New York, 1925.
Milne, A. A., "Holiday Crowd," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1925.
Milne, A. A., "House at Pooh Corner," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York,
1928.
Milne, A. A., "Hums of Pooh," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1930.
Milne, A. A., "If I I.fey," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1921.
Milne, A. A., "King's Breakfast," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1925.
.
Milne, A. A., "More Very Young Songs," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York,
1929.
Milne, A. A., "Mr. Pirn," E, P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1930.
Milne, A. A., "Not That It Matters," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York,
1925.
MLlne, A. A., "Now We Are Six," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1927.
Milne, A. A., "Red House Mystery," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1922.
Milne, A. A., "Songs From Now We Are Six," E. P. Dutton and Company, New
York,
Milne, A. A., "Teddy Bear," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1926.
Milne, A. A., "Two People," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1931.
IvJilne, A. A., "'.Vhen We Y/ere Very Young," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York,
1924.
Milne, A. A., "'7innie the Pooh," E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, 1926.
Tante, Dilly, "Living Authors, (A Book of Biographies)," H. W. Wilson Com-
pany, New York, 1931.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "Adventures of Ray Coon," Rand McNally, Chicago, Illinoi|,
Second Edition, 1929.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "In the Days of Young Washington," Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, Boston, lyfcissachusetts, 1931.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "Magpie Lane," Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York,
1927.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "Mother of Washington," Mtchell Company, Hartford,
Connecticut, 1930.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "Ray Coon to the Rescue," Rand McNally, Chicago, 111.,
1931.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "Riband on My Rein," Mitchell Company, Hartford, Conn»,
1921.
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MA.GAZINES
Adams, Lady, "The Fairies' Laureate," Edited by C. G. Certain, The Elemen-
tary English Review , Volume VI, No, 3,, Detroit, Michigan, Ivferch, 19E9,
Bailey, C. S., "\7ho's Who In the School," Edited by C. S. Bailey, American
Childhood
,
Volume 18, Springfield, ^Massachusetts, Ivferch, 1923.
Becker, l^Iay ILamberton, "An Interview with A. A. Milne, Christopher Robin,
and Pooh," Weekly Book News
, E. P. Button and Company, New York,
October 10, 1928.
Cann, LTuriel E. , "Some Newbery Authors," Edited by Zoltan Haraszti, More
Books , The Bulletin of the Boston Public Library, Volwne VIII, No, 7,
8, 9, Boston, Iv&issachusetts, September, October, November, 1933.
Field, Rachel, "Imaginative Books," Saturday Review of Literature
,
Volume
IV, No, 18, November 26, 1927,
Field, Rachel, "A Letter," Edited by Helen Ferris, Young ^7ings , The Ifegazine
of the Boys' and Girls' Own Book Club, New York, December, 1931.
Fraser-Simson, H.
,
"Setting Milne to I.5isic," YJeekly Book News
, E. P. Button
and Company, New York.
Fyleman, Rose, "Written in Boston for the Horn Book," Edited by Bertha
i'lahony, Horn Book
,
Volume V, No. 4, Boston, Massachusetts, November,
1929.
Mabie, Janet, "Christopher Robin's Father," Edited by Percy Waxman, Pictoria
Review , Volume XXXIII, No. 5, New York, February, 1932.
Milne, A. A., "A. A. Milne on the Right to Happiness," Edited by Beatrice
Ensor, New Era , Volume II, No. 44, London, August, 1930.
Phillips, H, A., "The Author of V/innie the Pooh," Edited by W. D. Ltoffat,
Mentor , Volume 3CVI, Springfield, Ohio, December, 1928,
Titzell, Josiah, "Rachel Field, Portrait of a Troubadour," Edited by Bertha
Itoiony, Hornbook , Volume III, No. 4, Boston, I.iassachusetts, November,
1927.
NEWSPAPERS
Guyol, Louise Hubert, "Through the Pages of Nancy Byrd Turner," Edited by
Henry T. Claus, Boston Evening Transcript
,
Boston, I/Iassachusetts,
November 9, 1929.
Maury, Jean West, "Rachel Field Upholds Belief in Santa Claus," Edited by
W. D. Sullivan, Boston Daily Globe
,
Boston, Iifessachusetts
,
December,
22, 1929,
MISCELLANEOUS
Button, E. P. Company , "Dutton Gossip," New York,
Macmillan Company, "Ivlacmillan Books for Boys and Girls," Catalogue, 1930,
Field, Rachel, Personal letters to author,
Fyleman, Rose, Personal letters to author.
Turner, Nancy Byrd, Personal letters to author.
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